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EDITORIAL 
 

 
The hardest years of the twenty-first century have been 2020 and 2021. The covid-19 
pandemic has forced us to face our darkest fears, including losing our loved ones, losing our 
jobs, and losing our way of life altogether. Our educational systems have been severely 
harmed by the requirement of physical separation. The idea that people should interact with 
one another to foster the best aspects of what it is to be a human is the foundation of 
educational institutions. 

Such a chance was brutally destroyed by the pandemic. The pandemic exposed the frailty of 
our worlds while also forcing us to think and act creatively in order to deal with the 
unexpected circumstances. It has been a heartbreaking journey filled with loss, but it has also 
been a story of tenacity and the triumph of the human spirit's unbreakable will to live and 
prosper. At GDC, Ravulapalem, the three-month lockdown's negative effects were offset by 
frenzied online activity that helped things return to normal. Since early August 2020, the 
college has seamlessly switched to an online format. On Microsoft teams, classes got 
underway in earnest. The change was made feasible by the college administration, which was 
led skillfully by our Principal Dr.C.Krishna. We were completely prepared to operate in the 
digital world thanks to the vice principal, heads of the departments, and a core group of 
helpful faculty members and supporting staff. 

The college successfully used the online format for both the admissions process and the 
exams for the last semester. The digital mode has given students and teachers a valuable 
opportunity to continue the teaching-learning process during such challenging times, even 
while it does not completely replace offline instruction. It is admirable that the pupils 
embraced the virtual teaching with such enthusiasm. 

The Ravulite-2021-22 is a chronicle of our combined struggles and victories in ensuring 
access to a high-quality education during the pandemic. It stands for our mission's vow to 
overcome obstacles and lend a helping hand to those in need while remaining devoted to its 
pedagogical foundation. It is noteworthy how hard the college worked to help those who were 
negatively impacted by the covid-19 pandemic. The challenging spirit emerged even while 
the world stood still, and it continues to serve as a national model for high-quality higher 
education. Without the tireless work of the members of the magazine committee and the 
student editing team, putting together this magazine would have been a difficult challenge. I 
strongly hope that the offline experience will improve in The Ravulite-2021-22. 

 

G.SONI 
Convener, Magazine Committee 
The Ravulite - 2021-2022 
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COLLEGE PRAYER SONG 
 

జ��� ��� జ���  � చల�� చ��ల త��� 

బం�� భ�త� అం�ం� క��ం� కల� వ��� 

�న�మ �ఖ�� ర�� నవ �స� ర ���� 

� �గ�  ��త ��ల��ం ్రప�త�  �్ర� క��ల� 

‘ జ��� ��� జ��� ’ 

�వన �త�్రపవ�ం� ్రప�ద� �ర�న 

�ద�ద�� ���ం� ��ష� �మ�న 

�� సంపదల� ���ం� హ�త వన��న 

నవచ�్రత సృ�ంచ� గణ ్రపశ��నం�ంచ� 

వరం� �ల�న �ర�� సకల క���ర�� 

‘ జ��� ��� జ��� ’ 

ఆ�త� ం ��ల� ం� ��� �ల �న 

ఆ�� �� కత ్ర�ణం�  ��� ధర��న 

ఆం్రధ సంస� ృ�� �ం్రదం� ��� గడ��న 

అ�� ధయం ��ంచ� అ�వృ��� ��ంచ� 

�� �� రధ�ర�� ��� త�   ��స �ర�� 

‘ జ��� ��� జ��� ’ 

���రత� అం�ం� స�� న� త  �ద� ల� 

నవకల� నల� ��ం� ప��ధన తత� ం� 

అ��  రంగ�ల అ్రగ��� ��� ్ర�రణ� 

���ల యజ�ం �గ� ��� ��� తప� ఫ�ంచ� 

సంతసమం� సరస� �� సమ స�జ సం�య�� 

 

‘ జ��� ��� జ��� ’ 
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College History 
 

Government Degree College, Ravulapalem has been started on 31-08-1981 in a small Zilla 
Parishad Elementary School Building. Sri Padala Bhaskara Reddy was the then president of 
the College Development Committee. B.A., and B.Com., and B.Sc., courses have been 
sanctioned with a strength of 80 in each class. From its inception, rule of reservation in the 
admissions has been scrupulously followed and no student has been denied of seeking 
admission. 

Since its inception in 1981, the institution has been enjoying the confidence and laurel 
of parent community and other state holders for its innovative practices in devising and 
deploying pedagogy and infrastructure in making students globally competitive. 
 
UG PROGRAMMES :  

UG - Conventional Courses 
 

Course Name Intake Medium 

B.A(H.E.P) 60 English 

B.Sc(M.P.C) 40 English 

B.Com(General) 60 English 

B.Sc(C.B.Z) 40 English 

 
UG - Restructured Courses 

 
Course Name Intake Medium 

B.Sc(M.P.CS) 30 English 

B.Com(Computer 

Applications) 
40 English 

 
UG - Market Oriented Courses 

 
Course Name Intake  Medium 

B.Sc(Maths, 

Electronics,Internet of 

Things(IoT)) 

30 English 

B.Sc(Horticulture, Botany, 

Chemistry) 
30 English 
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PG PROGRAMMES :  

 
 Course Name  Intake    Medium   

M.Sc (Computer Science) 30 English 

M.Com 30 English 
 
 
 
Pedagogy 
 

The college has good academic facilities and is committed to provide excellent education for the 
success of every student. Top priority is placed on high quality education and support and guidance to 
students in their academic and personal development. Students are motivated through counselling for 
better results. The students are given assignments and class tests on regular basis to prepare them for 
their End-Semester examination. Students’ seminars are conducted so as to build confidence and develop 
stage presence in the students. 

Facilities 
 

• Jawahar Knowledge Center and Center for Capacity Building 

• e-enabled library 

• Digital Classrooms 

• Virtual Classrooms 

• Solar Power Plant and RO Plant 

• The Centre for Research in Nano and Advanced Materials (CERNA) 

• Well Ventilated Classrooms 

• Gymnasium 
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Principal’s Foreword 
 

 
 
 
The College Magazine "THE RAVULITE-2021," which has been much anticipated, is 
being published by the College Magazine Committee, which makes me delighted. As you are 
aware, the holistic development of college students extends beyond formal education systems 
or classroom instruction. Therefore, every effort to provide students with a variety of options 
while also assisting them in developing and reaching their full potential is always 
appreciated. Our magazine The Ravulite gives students and faculty a platform for their 
creativity, self-expression, educational opportunities, and even an identity they can be proud 
of by taking on the writing challenge. In the competitive world of today, when young people 
tend to be sucked in by social media and networking that is so alluring and addicting, such an 
opportunity becomes crucial. This, however, is not a substitute for the human mind, which 
must be engaged in ongoing reflection on oneself, one's environment, and one's nation. This 
magazine allows its readers to delve into and appreciate new voices, at times creative 
expressions and opinions of the budding poets, writers and essayists. Congratulations are due 
to all the staff, participants and students. I believe that by sharing my views, other students 
will be inspired and driven to improve their writing and presentation skills. I'm excited for all 
of the students and faculty to excel in their individual disciplines and make our college a 
prestigious organisation. Never forget, dear pupils, that great minds and personalities rose to 
the occasion of their times to become models and trend-setters in nearly every sphere of life 
and knowledge. In reality, they stated that the people of the country determine its fate. I 
commend the entire Editorial Team, which is chaired by Ms. G. Soni, the Convenor of the 
Magazine Committee for putting together this issue of THE RAVULITE-2021. 

Best Wishes 
Dr. C.KRISHNA 
Principal and Chairperson 
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FACILITIES IN THE COLLEGE 
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The Release of College Admission Brochure: 2022-23 
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RJD Dr C .Krishna addressing at FIP for the newly recruited staff of GDCs in AP 
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Articles & Artworks 
 
 
 

A HOPEFUL EXPECTANCE 

A positive expectation that the life of deception and destruction will come to an end, A 
positive expectation for the cessation of the envious and prejudiced mentality, Expecting with 
hope that justice, integrity, and trust will once again prevail, 

A happy anticipation of the cessation of freedom's blatantness and arrogance, A positive 
expectation for the end of humanity's suffering from starvation, 

A constructive expectation for overcoming the insurmountable barriers of moral decay, an 
optimistic expectation for the restoration of divine authority and philosophy, 

A positive expectation for the resurgence of positive anticipation in human thought, Let there 
be recognition of this intrinsic, universal human yearning, let there be fulfilment of this ever- 
desired hopeful expectation. 

 

G.SONI, Head, Department of English 
 

 
LITERARY LIFE OF MAN 

The books are the world. Literature is life. We are a part of it. Understanding human 
interactions and bonds is necessary if we want to live among them. They cannot be made into 
laws. They don't develop like flowers and trees do. In laboratories and test tubes, they cannot 
be cultured. Humans are composed of links, sentiments, rights, obligations, emotions, values, 
senses, and sensibilities. We have numerous gifts from God. Impressions and expressions are 
gifts from nature, and man has used them to create a beautiful world. That's the universe of 
art. It includes dance, music, painting, and literature. If we pay close attention to how life is 
changing, we can comprehend it. The changes in life are influenced by our dietary habits. 
Human values are essential to our way of life. Literature and art both express all of these. 
Expression enhances a person's style both figuratively and culturally. There is no time to 
think, feel, or express oneself in today's world. These, in my opinion, are the three qualities 
that distinguish a man from a good person. 

 

S.VIJAYA LAKSHMI, Lecturer in English 
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I’M UNIQUE 

I come with no wrapping or pretty pink bows I’m who I’m, from my head to my toes. 
I tend to get loud when I’m speaking to my mind Even a little crazy some of the time 
I try to stay strong when pain knocks me down 
And the time that I cry is when no one’s around 

 
‘To error is human’ that’s what they say Well, tell me who is perfect anyway? 

 
A.Veerababu, I B.Sc(MPCS) 

 
 
 
 

STRANGE WORDS 

Some people have the fancy of learning strange words. When we learn them we have the urge 
to use them. When we don't find the occasion we forcibly want to show them to our friends 
and in this process we will be estranged from them. Some of these words are in the dictionary 
and some from recent films. 

 

1. Anencephalous - Absence of a brain. 
2. Borborygmus - Stomach rumbling. 
3. Brouhaha - An uproar or noisy response. 
4. Canoodle - Hugging and kissing. 
5. Cantankerous - Bad tempered or 
grumpy. 
6. Crudivore - Someone who eats raw 
food. 
7. Discombobulate - To confuse someone. 
8. Doozy -Something really good. 
9. Fartlek - A training system for runners. 
10. Flummox - To perplex or bewilder. 
11. Gobbledygook- Meaningless or 
nonsensical language. 

12. Kerfuffle - A mild scandal, commotion 
or fuss. 
13. Klutz- A clumsy or foolish person. 
14. Lickety-split - As quickly as possible. 
15. Lollygag - To dawdle or spend time 
aimlessly. 
16. Mollycoddle - To treat someone 
leniently. 
17. Pratfall - A fall on the buttocks or an 
embarrassing action. 
18. Rambunctious - Uncontrollably 
excitable or exuberant. 
19. Shenanigan- Silly behaviour 
20. Skulduggery - Deception or trickery. 

 
M.Harika Gangotri, I B.Sc(MPCS
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DIGITAL EDUCATION-THE NEED OF THE HOUR 

Philanthropist, poet, novelist and humanist as well as the first Nobel laureate of Asia, 
Rabindranath Tagore believed that education was not confined within the four walls or a 
classroom, rather lay beyond those walls in the gathering of personal experiences and an 
individual’s willingness to learn. Taking a page out of his book, the movement from the 
classroom to the online platform amidst the pandemic has not been an easy transition; 
however, it is perhaps the necessary first step towards education in ‘the new normal’. 

Nevertheless, is this form of education really the need of the hour? Does a student really need 
to sit in front of an online medium for hours on end, which by the end of the day leads to a 
damaging effect on the mind as well as psychological anguish? Being a student myself, I 
believe that most things when done in limits can have a beneficiary effect, but when done in 
excess can lead to severe issues with disparaging effects on both the mind and the body. 

Needless to say, the online medium has a lot of advantages that the physical classrooms 
cannot provide at the moment. It enables for a continuity of discussion beyond the single 
faceted approach in the classrooms, allows the professors to interact and engage as would 
have been the case in a physical classroom, enabling environmental-friendly ways of 
discussions and discourse, all the while sitting in the comfort of one’s homes. The digital 
platforms provide for an epistemological space where concepts get the opportunity to flourish 
without hampering the formal discipline generally associated with formal classes. 

With the profundity of all knowledge available just a click away and the world making a 
move from the physical plane to the network terrain, these online classes have helped in 
opening up a new perspective towards the world with the online platforms making an 
engrossing simulation of the physical classroom, complete with the professors and friends. 
This steady movement has been a welcome relief with several institutions making the attempt 
to move their resources online in order to facilitate the seamless transference without 
hindering the education process. Equitable access to all forms of study materials accounts for 
equality of opportunity, which can also be interpreted as a form of waste-free education- one 
that is not dependent on the reckless felling of trees for the publication of books. By making 
resources online, certain institutions have ensured the prevention of deterioration in the 
quality of education imparted. 

While the positive impacts of digitalized education are indeed undeniable, very often the 
practical issues are ignored. Excessive screen time, be it for online classes or reading online 
resources takes a toll on the eyes at the end of the day, and its negative effects on the mind 
cannot be denied. Further, immoderate submission of assignments based on unrealistic 
deadlines becomes an issue, at least in the online medium, not to mention that the regular 
conduct of exams makes the online environment more stressful than enjoyable for the 
learners. It goes without mentioning that various connectivity issues as well as technical 
difficulties faced by students need proper addressing, which will allow for an uninterrupted 
learning platform. 
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Hence, while on one hand the online classes have come in as a breath of fresh air, it is 
imperative it remains the same without posing an additional burden on the students. In the 
modern day scenario, where anxiety and stress are predominant forces in an individual’s 
mind, primary care should be dedicated to the mental health of the students with an attempt to 
impart quality education in the best possible method. As such it becomes integral to strike a 
balance between the digitization of education and the catering of the need of the mental 
faculties of a student. 

 

U.SUBHASHINI, Head, Department of Computer Applications 
 
 

TRANSFORMING DREAMS INTO REALITIES 

"Dream is not that which you see while sleeping, it is something that does not let you sleep." 
- APJ ABDUL KALAM 

 
Dreams are lively expressions of your desires, goals, ambitions and aspirations. With the 
steam of constant exertion and perspiration, you can easily propel them to astounding levels 
of fulfilment. Dreams can never be bad if they can ensure your purity, integrity, and right 
priority. 

Many live and die in their world of unfulfilled dreams, all because they aren't prepared to 
exert a bit of sweat. For them, dreams are merely pleasures. Such dreams to which they don't 
attempt to give their breath of fulfilment are not only useless but also dangerous. 

Hence decide to sow your dreams in the soil of perseverance, pour your sweat, shower your 
care, apply the manure of hope, supply the sunshine of exertion, drive away from the beast of 
despair, soon you will see your dreams bloom into sparkling realities! 

If you persevere in doing so, you are bound to encounter success after success, wonder after 
wonder, marvel after marvel and victory after victory. Snares will tremble before you. 
Hurdles will stumble at your approach. Difficulties will flee from you. Hence, do not hesitate 
to dream. Rather, remember, all successes were initially only dreams. 

People talk about dream houses. It only proves the fact that unless one dreams of a house 
passionately, one cannot plan for it, save for it, struggle for it, sacrifice for it, sweat for it and 
finally possess it. It’s time to build up your own world of dreams. But don't stop there, 
promptly resolve to put up a relentless struggle to transform those dreams into amazing 
realities! 

 

G.SONI, Head, Department of English 
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NAMES OF MONTHS 
Names of months always puzzled me right from my first class onwards. When I asked my 
teachers at school, I got a nice thrashing. In my intermediate course too I had a bitter 
experience. When I was in my BA class I heard from my teacher that there is a fable behind 
each month. Upon my teacher's advice I browsed the internet and got clarified about the 
origin of the names of months. 

JANUARY 
 

Named for the Roman god Janus, protector ot gates and doorways. Janus is depicted with two 
faces, one looking into the past, the other into the future. 

FEBRUARY 
 

From the Latin word februa, "to cleanse." The Roman Februalia' was a month of purification 
and atonement. 

MARCH 
 

Named for the Roman god of war, 'Mars. This was the time of year to resume military 
campaigns that had been interrupted by Winter. 

APRIL 
 

From the Latin word aperio, "to open (bud), because plants begin to grow in this month. 
 

MAY 
 

Named for the Roman goddess 'Maia', who oversaw the growth of plants. Also from the Latin 
word maiores, "elders, who were celebrated during this month. 

JUNE 
 

Named for the Roman goddess 'Juno', patroness of marriage and the well-being of women. 
Also from the Latin word juvenis, young people. 

JULY 
 

Named to honor Roman dictator 'Julius' Caesar (100 B.C.-44 B.C.). In 46 B.C., Julius Caesar 
made one of his greatest contributions to history: With the help of Sosigenes, he developed 
the Julian calendar, the precursor to the Gregorian calendar we use today. 

AUGUST 
 

Named to honor the first Roman emperor (and grandnephew of Julius Caesar), 'Augustus' 
Caesar (63 B.C.-A.D. 14). 

 
SEPTEMBER 

 
From the Latin word 'septem, "seven," because this had been the seventh month of the early 
Roman calendar. 
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OCTOBER 
 

From the Latin word 'octo', "eight," because this had been the eighth month of the early 
Roman calendar. 

NOVEMBER 
 

From the Latin word 'novem', "nine, because this had been the ninth month of the early 
Roman calendar. 

DECEMBER 
 

From the Latin word 'decem', "en," because this had been the tenth month of the early Roman 
calendar. 

 

G. Prameela Nissi, I B.Sc(MPC) 
 

MY INSPIRATION: SWAMI VIVEKANANDA 

Swami Vivekananda catches the attention of the young one in fancy dress show and another 
when one gets his book as prize in elocution. Tolerance' and 'universal acceptance' are the 
two things that give peace. The world is full of so many religions. There were wars between 
religions in history. One wants to convert the other into his religion. Is this the aim of all 
religions? Swami Vivekananda in his Chicago address dealt about this problem. “Each must 
assimilate the spirit of the others and yet preserve his individuality and grow according to his 
own law of growth." If all are aware of this fact there will be no conversions and bloodshed 
in this world. Here's the famous speech by Swami Vivekananda. 

Welcome Address- Chicago, Sept 11, 1893 
 

Sisters and Brothers of America, It fills my heart with joy unspeakable to rise in 
response to the warm and cordial welcome which you have given us. I thank you in the name 
of the most ancient order of monks in the world; I thank you in the name of the mother of 
religions, and I thank you in the name of millions and millions of Hindu people of all classes 
and sects. 

My thanks, also, to some of the speakers on this platform who, referring to the 
delegates from the Orient, have told you that these men from far-off nations may well claim 
the honour of bearing to different lands the idea of toleration. I am proud to belong to a 
religion which has taught the world both tolerance and universal acceptance. We believe not 
only in universal toleration, but we accept all religions as true. I am proud to belong to a 
nation which has sheltered the persecuted and the refugees of all religions and all nations of 

 

the earth. I am proud to tell you that we have gathered in our bosom the purest remnant of the 
Israelites, who came to Southern India and took refuge with us in the very year in which their 
holy temple was shattered to pieces by Roman tyranny. I am proud to belong to the religion 
which has sheltered and is still fostering thee remnant of the grand Zoroastrian nation. I will 
quote to you, brethren a few lines from a hymn which I remember to have repeated from my 
earliest boyhood, which is every day repeated by millions of human beings: "As the different 
streams having their sources in different paths which men take through different tendencies, 
various though they appear, crooked or straight, all lead to Thee." 
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The present convention, which is one of the most august assemblies ever held, is in 
itself a vindication, a declaration to the world of the wonderful doctrine preached in the Gita: 
Whosoever comes to Me, through whatsoever form, I reach him; all men are struggling 
through paths which in the end lead to me." Sectarianism. Bigotry, and its horrible 
descendant, fanaticism, have long possessed this beautiful earth. They have filled the earth 
with violence, drenched t often and often with human blood, destroyed civilization and sent 
whole nations to despair. Had it not been for these horrible demons, human society would be 
far more advanced than it is now. But their time is come; and I fervently hope that the bell 
that tolled this morning in honor of this convention may be the death-knell of all fanaticism, 
of all persecutions with the sword or with the pen, and of all uncharitable feelings between 
persons wending their way to the same goal. 

The World's Parliament of Religions has become an accomplished fact, and the 
merciful Father has helped those who laboured to bring it into existence, and crowned with 
success their most unselfish labour. 

My thanks to those noble souls whose large hearts and love of truth first dreamed this 
wonderful dream and then realized it. My thanks to the shower of liberal sentiments that has 
overflowed this platform. My thanks to this enlightened audience for their uniform kindness 
to me and for their appreciation of every thought that tends to smooth the friction of religions. 
A few jarring notes were heard from time to time in this harmony. My special thanks to them, 
for they have, by their striking contrast, made general harmony the sweeter. 

Much has been said of the common ground of religious unity. I am not going just now 
to venture my own theory. But if anyone here hopes that this unity will come by the triumph 
of any one of the religions and the destruction of the others, to him I say, "Brother, yours is 
an impossible hope." Do I wish that the yours is an impossible hope. Do I wish that the 
Christian would become Hindu? God forbid. Do I wish that the Hindu or Buddhist would 
become Christian? God forbid. 

The seed is put in the ground, and earth and air and water are placed around it. Does 
the seed become the earth, or the air, or the water? No. It becomes a plant. It develops after 
the law of its own growth, assimilates the air, the earth, and the water, converts them into 
plant substance, and grows into a plant. 

 
 

Similar is the case with religion. The Christian is not to become a Hindu or a 
Buddhist, nor a Hindu or a Buddhist to become a Christian. But each must assimilate the 
spirit of the others and yet preserve his individuality and grow according to his own law of 
growth. 

If the Parliament of Religions has shown anything to the world, it is this: It has proved 
to the world that holiness, purity and charity are not the exclusive possessions of any church 
in the world, and that every system has produced men and women of the most exalted 
character. In the face of this evidence, if anybody dreams of the exclusive survival of his own 
religion and the destruction of the others, I pity him from the bottom of my heart, and point 
out to him that upon the banner of every religion will soon be written in spite of resistance: 
"Help and not fight," "Assimilation and not Destruction," "Harmony and Peace and not 
Dissension. 

 

S.CHINA BABU, Head, Department of Economics 
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FUNNY ENGLISH 

English is a dreadful language. Its spelling is different from pronunciation. We do not learn 
the logic of pronunciation in regular English classes. Once I attended a certificate course in 
English. There I saw a poem on pronunciation which showed the difficulty in learning the 
language. An Englishman says that 'at fifty five he is still learning the language'. It’s fun to 
read it again and again. 

Fun Poem about Pronunciation 

I take it you already know 
 

Of tough and bough and cough and dough? 
Others may stumble, but not you 
On hiccough, thorough, slough, and through. 
Well don't! And now you wish, perhaps, 
To learm of less familiar traps. 
Beware of heard, a dreadful word 
That looks like beard but sounds like bird. 
And dead: it's said like bed, not bead, 
For goodness sake don't call it deed! 

 
Watch out for meat and great and threat 

 
(They rhyme with suite and straight and debt).. 

 

A moth is not a moth as in mother 
 

Nor both as in bother, nor broth as in brother, 
And here is not a match for there, 
Nor dear and fear, for bear and pear 
And then there's dose and rose and lose 
Just look them up and goose and choose 
And cork and work and card and ward 
And font and front and word and Sword 
And do and go, then thwart and cart, 
Come, come! I've hardly made a start. 
A dreadful Language? Why man alive! 
I learned to talk it when I was five. 
And yet to write it, the more I tried, 
I hadn't learned it at fifty-five. 

G. DURGA VENKATA RAMANA, I B.Sc(IOT) 
 

MY STAY AT COLLEGE 

My college is not just a college to me, it means a set of values and ethics for me. I came from 
a school that had taught me that the only aim of a student’s life is studies. GDC, Ravulapalem 
is a beautiful experience for me. 

I participated in many events in college. I enjoyed the Cultural Week and even won a prize. 
The many activities and shows held in college was a fantastic experience for me. 
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Actually, I am too timid even to speak. But college taught me self-confidence. Now I am 
brave and the discipline which I learnt at College is part of my personality now. I have also 
learnt to manage time well. 

“GDC, RAVULAPALEM IS NOT AN INSTITUTION; IT IS A SIGN OF LEARNING 
WITH DISCIPLINE.” 

 
 

There are other things I learnt at GDC that I wish to share. 
 

A memorable experience is COMMERCE Fete-2022. In the stall we set up, the food was not 
sold out and we thought that we would incur a loss. But to my amazement, my classmates 
managed to sell all the food in the end. They stopped each person and persuaded them to buy. 
As we saw the food disappearing off our counter, everyone was laughing in glee. 

Another unforgettable experience is this year’s Sports Day. As I wanted to take photos, I 
came onto the centre of the grounds. It was so beautiful as darkness fell and the grounds all 
lit-up and glowing. It seemed to me as if it was one of the most beautiful places on earth. As 
one of the teachers approached to check on what I was up to, I ran for my life, laughing at 
myself! 

I also remember how nice and patient the office staff were, even when I did many silly things 
in filling forms and giving data. 

GDC will remain a beautiful part of my life. I’m sure recalling the lush greenery of the 
college will continue to give me a sense of tranquillity and peace wherever I am in the years 
to come. And the freedom coupled with discipline will also stay lifelong with me. I am a 
proud Ravulite and being a Ravulite is not a small thing. 

“GDC IS A PERMANENT SOLACE TO ME”  

N.TEJA WINNY, I BA 
 
 

DIGITAL STUDENTS 
 
 
 

Young and dynamic students have wonderful ideas and rare experiences. Everyone must try 
to present ideas with all sincerity. We should learn how to present ideas, how to caption a 
poem or thought from our teachers. Listening and expressing are two important things that 
add to the beauty of any work. I wish that all our teachers must teach and show us a new 
world of experiencing the world that is around us. We strongly wish that their efforts will be 
fruitful and many more students will come forward to present their expressions in future. 

K. PRASANTHI, I BA 
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A STORY OF SRINIVASA RAMANUJAN 

(1887 A.D. – 1920 A.D.) 
 

One of the greatest mathematicians of India, Ramanujan’s contribution to the theory of 
numbers has been profound. He was indeed a mathematical phenomenon of the twentieth 
century. This legendary genius of India ranks among the all time greats like Euler and Jacobi. 

Ramanujan lived just for 32 years but during this short span he produced such 
theorems and formulae which even today remain unfathomable in the present age of super 
computers. He left behind him about 4000 formulae and theorems. 

It is believed that these were the beginning of some great theory that he had at 
conceptual stage which failed to develop because of his premature and untimely demise. His 
personal life was as mysterious as his theorems and formulae. 

Ramanujan was deeply religious and united spirituality and mathematics. For him 
the zero represented the Absolute Reality. Researchers are still struggling to understand the 
source of his remarkable genius in mathematics. 

It is believed that he was a great devotee of the Hindu goddess of creativity and that 
the goddess used to visit him in dreams and she wrote equations on his tongue. Ramanujan 
was the first Indian to be elected to the Royal Society of London. 
Ramanujan was born to poor parents on December 22, 1887 at Erode in Tamil Nadu. His 
father was employed as a clerk in a cloth merchant’s shop. However, his mother had a sharp 
intellect and was known for making astrological predictions. 
Not much is known about his early life and schooling except that he was a solitary child by 
nature. It is believed that he was born as a result of ardent prayers to the goddess Namgiri. 
Later Ramanujan attributed his mathematical power to this goddess of creation and wisdom. 
For him nothing was useful unless it expressed the essence of spirituality. 
Ramanujan’s Hand Writing 
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Ramanujan found mathematics as a profound manifestation of the Reality. He was such a 
great mathematician and genius as transcends all thoughts and imagination. He was an expert 
in the interpretation of dreams and astrology. These qualities he had inherited from his 
mother. 

His interest and devotion to mathematics was to the point of obsession. He ignored 
everything else and would play with numbers day and night on a slate and in his mind. One 
day he came to possess G.S CARR’s “Synopsis of Pure Mathematics”, which contained over 
6,000 formulae in Algebra, Trigonometry and Calculus but contained no proofs. 

Ramanujan made it his constant companion and improved it further on his own. His 
obsession and preoccupation with mathematics did not allow him to pass his intermediate 
examination in spite of three attempts. He could not get even the minimum pass marks in 
other subjects. 

Ramanujan was married to a nine-year-old girl called Lauaki and it added more to his family 
responsibilities. With the commendation of the Collector of Nellore, who was very much 
impressed by his mathematical genius, Ramanujan sound a clerk’s job at Madras Fort Trust. 
In 1913 he came across an article written by Professor Hardy. 

Ramanujan stayed at Cambridge for four years and during this period he produced many 
papers of great mathematical significance in collaboration with his mentor Professor Hardy. 
His phenomenal and exceptional genius was recognized all over the academic world. 

He was elected Fellow of the Royal Society, London in 1918. He was then 30 years of age. 
His mastery of certain areas of mathematics was really fantastic and unbelievable. But soon 
his hard work began to affect his health and he fell seriously ill in April, 1917. 

Ramanujan had contracted tuberculosis. And it was decided to send him back to India for 
some time. He reached India on March 27, 1919. He breathed his last on April 26, 1920 at 
Kumbakonam at the age of 32 years. His death shocked Professor Hardy and others beyond 
words. 

B. SRINIVASA RAO 
Head, Department of Mathematics 
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DIGITAL EDUCATION IN THE TIMES OF COVID-19 
 

On the 30th day of January, 2020, the first ever Covid-19 case was reported in India, and in 
less than two months, the world’s largest democracy with the second largest population and 
one of the fastest growing economies in the world went into a complete lockdown. Many of 
us who witness this would be the first and probably the last such experience. From small 
shops to heavy industries, from parks and malls to heavily crowded tourist destinations, all 
wore a deserted look. For onlookers, it were as if the whole of humanity vanished from social 
places as the fear of this global pandemic gripped all the nations of the world. India, being a 
much densely populated country was at a much higher risk of disease transmission and hence 
a lockdown of this nature seemed inevitable. 
The one thing that this pandemic brought out as a positive impact was the “Virtual Connect”. 
This virtual connect, facilitated by various software platforms has enabled people to get 
connected from the safety of their homes. 
India, globally, has the lowest rates per gigabyte of data usage and with electronic devices 
(smartphones) becoming more affordable, a large chunk of Indian population has access to 
such platforms. Using such virtual platforms has enabled education to reach more number of 
people and the online study materials being accessible at the touch of a finger has helped 
these people in getting quality education without the constraints of geographical 
displacement. Technology is a great equaliser, bringing access to quality education without 
the barrier of expensive infrastructure or transportation, thereby enabling the neediest people 
to get the right education. 
Therefore, it is essential that we keep exploring the various tenets of digital education not 
ignoring the need of physical infrastructure to impart knowledge. One thing that is definitely 
going to be the cornerstone of modern day education would be a “Phygital” environment of 
learning and development, integrating the physical and digital infrastructures to impart 
quality education without biases toward economic or geographical disparities. 

 
V. SAILAJA, Lecturer in Computer Science 
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Even a death can be enigmatic.... 

 
 

LIVE THE DEATH... 

 

 

When you get awestruck by its charisma, smell its tuberoses, and wear its wreath around your 
neck, 

When the burning incense sticks smell fragrant, candles are lit bright, and you are covered 
with a white piece of ‘peaceful’ cloth, 

When you have the sandalwood designs on your forehead, and basils on your closed eyelids. 
look at, and observe its grandeur... 

Amidst the melancholic cacophony, the grief of your near and dear ones translate into, when 
you leave the favourite corner of your beloved home for the last time, 

Have you noticed some dreams being re-painted against the azure of the blue sky? Or, may 
be a new dream that sprouts...in the branch of the spring tree. not to be torn any further. 

G.SONI, Head, Department of English 
 
 

I’M UNIQUE 
 

I come with no wrapping or pretty pink bows I’m who I’m, from my head to my toes. 

I tend to get loud when I’m speaking to my mind Even a little crazy some of the time 

I try to stay strong when pain knocks me down 

And the time that I cry is when no one’s around 

‘To error is human’ 

That’s what they say Well, tell me who is perfect anyway? 
 

                                                             P.JOHN MOSES, I B.Com 
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THE NEW WAVE 
The pandemic paves its way 
For lockdown, fatalities and many miseries on the way, But the evil spell was transformed 
into a new sparkle, As the new age of digitization followed thereafter. 
As everyone was trapped in their homes, Freedom was what one realized one had, Nature so 
precious, healed now, 
But previously we failed to believe, It was we who had stifled it down. 
Now, no going out, 
 
But living needs money throughout, So digitization boom was on its way; Mobiles, laptops increased 
with medical sale, A new era began, 
People started saying it’s the new normal, But was it normal? No, it was “new” but not so “normal”. 
Yes, no doubt, 
 
Digitization simplified our life, 
 
Less travelling, everything at a click, For those who had the reach; 
 
But this is not what is true life, Previously life was good, one felt, But for the need of the hour 
This was the new normal 
 
One had no choice but to accept. 
 

                                                                                 P.GEETHA, II B.Sc(MPC) 
 

UNFORGETTABLE DREAMS 

Dreams which are big or small, dreams which are possible or impossible, dreams which are 
defined or abstract, dreams which are yellow, orange, red or violet, dreams which are 
expensive or not so, dreams which have let you live, dreams which you have given a hundred 
of stitches...or dreams which may have killed you throughout... 

Some dreams you have lived with, some dreams which you have never ever dared to dream... 
 

Come...let’s celebrate the death...somewhere it’s going to germinate to a new life...all set free 
to live...on its own, for its own, by its own....no questions, no answers...only a blank script to 
be submitted. K.RAVI , II B.Sc(MPC) 

HUMAN VALUES 

Nature itself is a wonderful example in giving selflessly. Trees pass on fruits and wood of 
their sweat, with love, for the enjoyment of others. But we selfish Homo sapiens destroy them 
for our needs. We simply “use and throw’’. Humans with a well-developed mind and heart 
don’t hold the values trees have today. 

Selfish and selfless are two small words. We can maintain a balance between those two 
words only when words like ‘I’, ‘me’, and ‘mine’ change to ‘we’, ‘us’, and ‘ours’. 

Y. RAJESH, I BA 
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WIN THE RACE 

Health care with medical care, Fitness and knowledge spread, 
With work from home 
Everyone got a flexible space to interact 
And plethora of opportunities laid on everyone’s way 
Those who utilized this new digital 
Would win the race. 
‘Survival of the fittest’ as Darwin said This pandemic was the test of the same Those who 
were disciplined, 
Took all precautions, 
Following rules and regulations, Wearing mask, social distancing, Shall survive this spell 
Others may succumb to it 
Failing to change with the change. 
But nonetheless, 
Seeing positive in negative Family bonding grew 
Those who had not met and spent time with family Got a chance to 
Rebalance their life 
A new beginning it was true 
This new wave of digitization, 
Has tremendously changed our life, 
Adoption of environment friendly ways, Curbing destruction in all possible way, 
Institutions making education a waste free venture, With less and less of paperwork, 
More use of technology, A disciplined pedagogy, 
Leading to sustainable ecology. 
Whom we know not But they pass each day, 
Helping others day and night, With unity we all can survive And where lies humanity 
There lies the sparkle of happiness Wiping all the tears of sadness. 

 
Dr.C.KRISHNA, PRINCIPAL 

 
  

Salute to the frontline warriors of Covid-19, Doctors, nurses, delivery worker and all 
others, 

ROOFTOPS OF THE WORLD… 

A miniature portrait full of faces appears on my laptop screen. Distanced, scattered, far apart 
from each other; 

WE connect like a leaping ocean tide. 
 

The world has come to a halt. But Learning should not stop. 
 

Birds aimlessly wander above empty roads and barren boulevards; Humans seek refuge in 
dusty rooftops. 

Silent prayers gather like clouds meandering 
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Above and Beyond a city held together by iron-pressed wires full of fresh hope. I sit beside 
my window. Bougainvilleas curl around its grills. 

I gaze at the skies. Twittering birds sing songs that give hints of freedom. In the room 
adjacent to mine, someone is playing the guitar. 

A broken lyric floats into my room;” Even when we fall, I know we can rise.” 
 

K.SRAVANI, III B.Sc(BZC) 
 

POWER OF POSITIVE THINKING 

A positive person anticipates happiness health and success and believes he or she can 
overcome any obstacle and difficulty. Positive thinking is not accepted by everyone. Some 
consider it as nonsense, and scoff at people who follow it, but there as a growing number at 
people, who accepted positive thinking as a fact, and believe in its effectiveness. 

It seems that this subject is gaining popularity, as evidenced by the many books, lectures 
and courses about it, to use it in your life you need more than just to be aware of its existence. 
You need to adopt the attitude of positive thinking in everything you do. 

Instructions and Advice: 
 

In order to turn the mend toward the positive, some inner work is required, since attitude 
and thoughts do not change overnight. 
• Read about the subject, think about its benefits, and persuade yourself to try it. The 

power of your thoughts is a mighty power that is always shaping your life. The 
shaping is usually done subconsciously, but it is possible to make the procuress a 
conscious one. 

• Ignore what people say or think about you, they discover that you are changing the way 
you think. 

• Use your imagination to visualise only favourable situations. 
• Use positive words in your inner dialogues, or when talking with others 
• Smell a little more, as the helps to think positively 
• Once a negative thought enters your mind, you have to be aware of it, and endeavour to 

replace it with a constructive one. If the negative thought returns, replace it again with a 
positive one. 

• In case you experience inner resistance and difficulties when replacing negative thoughts 
with positive ones, do not give up, but keep looking only at the beneficial , good and 
happy thoughts in your mind 

• It doesn’t matter what your circumstances are at the present moment. Think positively, 
expect only favourable results and situation will change accordingly. 

CH. GAYATHRI, I BA 
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NEWSPAPERS 

Today the newspapers have become a part of man’s life. These are very important for the 
progress of man and the country. Man will live in darkness it there are no newspapers. The 
newspapers give the latest information about many things that happen in the world. Some 
newspapers are regional. Some newspapers are come once or twice a week. But most of the 
newspapers are daily newspapers. Some newspapers give information about a particular field 
like commerce, sports, and politics. 

The newspapers present the public opinion and they also help the business by giving 
information about trade and commerce. They also give information about radio programmes, 
dramas, cinemas, etc...... CH. LAKSHMI CHANDU ( II B.SC) 

NOISE POLLUTION 

If an object vibrates, sound is produced. If this sound is pleasant, we identify it as a musical 
sound and listen to it with attention. All the sounds that are not pleasant to hear are called 
“noises”. These random sounds pollute the peaceful and quiet atmosphere and create noise 
pollution. 

Sources of sound pollution: People living in cities suffer from sound pollution created by 
sounds of trains, buses, motor vehicles without silencers, cassette records indicts etc., 

Sound pollution- hazards: The most effected and troubled human part is the ear. Luckily it is 
designed in such a manner that even if unbearable sounds are heard for a short while, it does 
not undergo permanent damage and regains its ability to hear sounds normally. However 
these are some damaging results owing to sound pollution. Constant exposure to sound 
ollution may lead to impatience, burning sensation. In the heart, indigestion, ulcers in the 
stomach, high blood pressure, heart diseases etc., Person living amidst noises continuously 
may be mentally affected. He may suffer from nervous weakness. He may lose memory also. 

In tense sounds that full on the ear suddenly harm the eardrum and also the brain such sounds 
are particularly harmful to babies, children and pregnant women. 

 

Sound pollution may also spoil sleep, work efficiently and concentration. Tiresomeness, 
restlessness, headache, lack of proper indigestion, getting easily excited or irritated are some 
other ill-effects of sound pollution. Sound pollution may make a person temporarily or 
permanently deaf. In an industry, this sound pollution may result in a worker which is 
developing industrially. This sound pollution has become an inescapable penalty. 

S. DURGAYYA III B.A 

THE INDIA OF MY DREAMS 

The India of my dreams is an ideal country which has reached the perfect state of democracy 
there is full economic development in the country and every citizen is truly educated. The 
elections are free and fair, and true and wise patriots are elected as people representatives 
they rule the country wisely and fairly they have vision they try their best to make India a 
heaven upon earth and we are not very for a way from being a heaven upon earth. Corruption 
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has been quipped cut from India there is no selfishness or greed, casteism, nepotism, 
ignorance is a thing of the past. The students study but they do not have to carry donkey lads 
of books and copies in their bags. Women have achieved true importance and they have 
become the true partners of men they are confident of them and contribute as much to the 
society as men together, women and men carry out the work of the society happily. 
Population has been controlled and people have learnt the virtues of family planning. The 
small families are small, healthy and happy. The balance between nature and man has been 
established problem of pollution droughts and floods etc. have been successfully got over. 
Man has beautified his surroundings and happy life, where this world is in harming with the 
other world. India is an important country in the world scientifically, economically, 
politically, and militarily respected and loved by other nations of the world because with all 
its might India believes in the “principle of line and let live “ all its neighbouring countries 
Pakistan, Nepal, china, Burma, Bangladesh and silence are on best of terms with India yes, 
this is the India of my dreams. 

 

G.LAKSHMI DURGA, II B.Sc (MPCS) 
 
 
 

DARK CLOUDS 

Clouds that are dark, threatening and producing rain are called “nimbus” the Latin word for 
rain. Nimbostratus clouds cover the whole sky with broad sheets and produces steady rain, 
cumulonimbus has dark bases and puffy taps. They tend to produce heavy precipitation. The 
environment society of India (ESI)under the national green corps (NGS) of the ministry of 
environment and forests, government of India has brought out a chart on cloud watching. 

G. KAVITHA, III B.Sc (BZC) 

 

EVERY MAN IS THE ARCHITECT OF HIS OWN 

When we get into troubles, we blame other people. But if we think reasonably we 
know that we are responsible for our good or bad. If the child develops good qualities, a good 
life in future is ahead. If he/she develops bad qualities, life will be full of troubles. If we are 
good, all the people will respect us. If we spend wealth freely wishfully without having 
forethought, we shall become poor and nobody will care for us. So we must be able to decide 
what is good and what is bad. We must allow the good and leave the bad. Then only our life 
will became happy. 

 

V. SINDHU, III B.Sc (BZC) 
 

SAROJINI NAIDU: A GLIMPSE 
Sarojini Naidu was one of the great women at modern India who took part in the freedom 
struggle. She was barn at Hyderabad in 1879 her father’s home was Agoranath 
Chatopadhyaya who was a great educationist he served as the principal of Nizams college. 
He took active interest in the spread of modern education in the spread of modern education 
in the Hyderabad state. Sarojini was a brilliant student. She passed the matriculation 
examination at a young age of 12 from the madras university subsequently she went to 
England and other European countries on the scholar ship of the Nizam government. In those 
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days Indians were carrying on agitation for independence Sarojini Naidu jumped into 
freedom struggle and took active part. She worked long with great leaders like Annie besot 
mahatma Gandhi Mohammed Ali Jinnah Jawaharlal Nehru etc. She become a close confident 
of Mahatma Gandhi when Gandhiji amounted salt satyagrah she took active part and under 
her leadership the satyagrah is raided the dharsana salt depot. Sarojini Naidu was the first 
Indian women to become the president of Indian national congress in 1952. Sarojini was a 
brilliant Naidu not only worked for India’s freedom but she also took active interest in the 
emancipation of women and the eradication of untouchability. She was a good speaker and 
poetess too she wrote several poems which were released under the titles “golden threshold” 
“the birds of time” and the feather of the dawn. She was popularly known as the nightingale 
of India. When India became independent in 1947, she was the governor of united provinces. 

G.L. CHANDHU, I BA 
 

CLOUD 

Mahakavi Kalidas regarded the cloud as a messenger bringing news from loners to their 
loved ones poets have written reams and reams on the beauty and aesthetic appeal of clouds. 
The World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) defines a cloud as a visible aggregate of 
minute particles of water or ice or of both in the free air. This aggregate may include larger 
particles of water or ice and particle such as those present in fumes, smoke or dust. Clouds 
play an important role in climate and meteorology. They are the source of precipitation that 
roaches the earth’s surface and insulating it and the lower atmosphere. 

Classification: stine zubrick, this leading American weatherman said, each cloud tells a story 
you study clouds because they ultimately contain in them the basic ingredients that will from 
precipitation, which is what to try to forecast for everyone. Luke Howard (1772-1864) an 
English manufacturing chemist and nonracist and an amateur meteorologist developed basis 
for cloud classification of clouds is based on these factors cumulous clouds are layered, and 
cirrus clouds are wispy. Clouds that are thin and white and high (above 6000metres ) in the 
sky are cirrus. When the cirrus clouds contain women or huffs then they are called 
wrnocumilus layers that seem to cover the sky they are cirrostratus. Clouds of middle altitude 
(2000 to06000metres) are designated as “alto”. If in layers they are altostratus and if heaped 
and huffy, they are altocumulus. Low altitude cloud below 2000metres are either cumulus or 
of stratus family. Cumulus family clouds are puffy and heaped. 

A. NAGA MURALI KRISHN, I B.Sc (MPC) 
 
 

WORK HARD AND SUCCEED 

To achieve success by individual effort is the greatest achievement of life man’s 
faculties is meant for action that is why sloth is considered as one of the” seven deadly sins”. 
The accretion called civilization, progress made by mankind, is the result of a constant 
Endeavour of individuals in various woks of life. You read success stories about people. You 
say that they have a natural ability to succeed. They have a kind of magic. If you look into 
their lives, you find that they have paid a big price in years of hard work, study and labour. 
Lal Bahadur Shastri faced hardship and privation during childhood. He had to cross a river on 
his way to school. Undeterred, he triumphed over obstacles. Many have, during their early 
days, worked even at the cost of depriving themselves of life’s bare necessities. Others eked 
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out a hand to mouth living in order to attain their goal. Success and hard work always gone 
steady. Hard work and nothing but work is the secret of success. Like any genius, almost 
everyone is born with a brain and nervous system of vast potential. However, the difference 
between a genius and an ordinary man is that of utilizing the potential. A genius uses his 
abilities to the full whereas the ordinary man fritters them away in sloth and amusement. We 
all have the power that leads to success. How well we build upon this edifice of future 
depends on how hard we are willing to work in the right direction. Success comes on soft 
steps. Heights of accomplishment are not gained quickly achievers are first fired with the 
imagination which drives their mind and body relentlessly to work hard for their goal. 

L.MOUNIKA, II BA 
WORDSWORTH MY HEART LEAPS 

My heart leaps up when I be hold 
A rainbow in the sky 
So was it when my life began 
So is it now I am a man 
So be it when I shall grow old 
Or let me die 
The child is father of man 

 
And I could wish my days to be 
Bound each to each by natural piety 
Born in Cumberland in 1770, wordsworth went to how shad grammar school, where he was 
allowed considerate freedom to roam to country side and come close to the life of country 
people. he went to Cambridge in 1787, and was proudly influenced by with Annette vellum 
produced a child but on marriage . words worth was later tormented by guilt and England , 
which shook his political convictions. These feelings are at the root of much of his political 
convictions these France are at the root of much of his poetry. With his sister Dorothy, who 
was very close to him, words worth settled in Dorset at this time he began his long and 
intimate association with Coleridge’s ‘ancient mariner ‘ and words worth ‘s   “ ten tern 
abbey”, a meditative poem in which he relates his response to nature to his past and present 
sensibilities, as well as a number of lyrics and verse anecdotes this volume announced a 
radically new approach to the writing of poetry. Which. Although words worth is often 
considered to be the father of the romantic movement, bears little relation to what is 
conventionally termed romantic .in the pretace to the second edition words worth stated his 
belif that neither the language nor the value of the poet was his ability to feel and express the 
relation between man and nature. 

 

S. SHARON ROJA, I B.Sc (IOT) 
 

SIGN POST WORDS 

Speakers make use of some special words to help introduce ideas and to provide a frame 
word for what they are saying. We call them “Signpost words” because they direct our 
listening. Here are some possible ‘directions’ that the “sign post words can lead” 

1. to introduce a new point now....... well..... 
 

2. to list point, first, first of all ......secondary.......also ...... finally. 
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3. to explain in other words..............., I mean........ 
 

4. to give an example, for example......... for instance............, like......... such as.......... 
 

5. to express contradictions , but.............. however.......... on the other hand........ 
 

6. to suggest a cause and effect. As a result ................ as a consequence. 

M. SUBHASHINI, I BA 
 

CONDUCT OF ONESELF DURING THE INTERVIEW 

Don’t be nervous or agitated while entering the interview room see carefully. Where you are 
going and don not trip over the carpet or the doormat. Do not wear a scowl or a stupid smile 
at the time of entering 

Greet the interviewer with a polite good morning. 
 

Do not sit down until you have been asked to. Even the posture in which you sit is important. 
Don’t sit stipple. Don’t be lax. Sit in a natural composed manner. 

Give very relevant answers to his questions. Do not ramble along. Or the interviewer starts 
conversion, pay attention to what he says. Do not interrupt him. Respond to him only at the 
appropriate time. 

Do not try to make an exhibition of your knowledge. Don’t boast of your capabilities. It is for 
the interviewer to find out how capable you are, and he will judge you with the help of same 
penetrating questions which you must answer frankly. 

IP there is something you do not know. Admit it straight away it is useless to pretend 
knowledge where you are actually ignorant many candidate spoil their interview by telling a 
lie and landing themselves in an embarrassing situation. 
If you are being interviewed by someone who does not possess as many college degrees as 
you have. Do not put on airs give the interviewer your full cooperation and respect. In 
addition to knowing your qualifications, the interviewer must also be prepared some kind of 
reaction report and if you try to look superior. The report is bound to be unfavourable. 

You are expected to have your individual views and you need not agree with everything the 
interviewer says. But you also need not annoy or attend him unnecessarily. You must remain 
calm and friendly throughout the interview. If you lose temper, the interview is likely to be 
cut short abruptly. 

Be positive in your attitude. Express your enthusiasm for the goal and the company. If you 
give the impression that you are not really interested. You will discover that your employer is 
also not really interested. 

Do not keep shifting in your seat do not bite or chew your fingernails. Do not smoothen your 
hair. Do not play with the paper weight of the pin cushion on the table. Do not start adjusting 
the knot of your neck tie. All these are signs of nervousness is your biggest enemy during an 
interview. 

When you are asked question about your previous job. Be frank but avoid criticism of your 
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former employer or colleagues. You may bear a grudge against your former employer, but 
keep it to yourself. An interview is not the proper place to express your private grouses. 
Mention only the positive, pleasant and constructive aspects of your earlier employment. 

If your interviewer has not talked about the job, do not be afraid to ask questions yourself. 
Full knowledge of the job will help you to decide whether you ought to accept it or not. 

When the interview is over, do not forger to thank the interviewer. You may even fact fully 
ask when the result will be made known to you. 

If the job is offered to you, you may accept it immediately or ask for time to think over it, 
depending upon your circumstances. 

CH. SANTHAKUMARI, I BA 

WE SHOULD CHOOSE THE BETTER SIDE OF LIFE 
 

 

    
 

 
Y.DIVYA JYOTHI, I BA 

 

MY ONLINE COLLECTIONS 
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TRAVEL VOCABULARY 
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                                                                                         V.SIVA SAI KUMAR, I BA 
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A.DHANA SRI, I BA 
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Photo Gallery of the Activities of all the Departments 
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On National Science Day, various activities such as speeches, debates, science 
exhibitions, quiz competitions, lectures etc are organised by all the Science Departments 
of GDC Ravulapaelm 
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Inauguration of the Mineral Water RO Plant by the Chief Guest Most Rev.Dr.Ch.Bhagyaiah, 

Bishop, Diocese of Guntur  
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COMMERCE FOOD FEST 
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY
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PARENTS MEETING 
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ADMISSION CAMPAIGN 
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Students' Achievements (Awards and Achievements) 
 
 

Our student from II B.Sc (IOT) named N.Sai Eswar’s CSP Project is selected as the best CSP 
Project in Science stream in Konaseema District. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Mr.S.Ajay, II BA student of GDC, Ravulapalem got selected for All India University Netball Game from 
Adikavi Nannaya University which was held at Calicut University during 18th - 22nd March in Chennai. 
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Ms.V.Sandhya Rani of I B.A who has got selected for National Kickboxing Championship-2022 
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Helping Hands Club – 17-7-2022 
 

GDC, Ravulapalem’s Helping Hands Club has been initiated on 17-7-2022 which seeks to empower 
students for social service through collaboration and community engagement with individuals, families, 
groups, organizations and communities. The club fosters an environment of critical thinking towards 
compassion, with specific attention to help the underprivileged and educate the society on financial issues. 
The club shall conduct regular social service activities like visit to orphanages, old age homes etc to do 
service as required. 

 

 
Principal , staff along with students joining hands for financial assistance to the    

Underprivileged through Helping Hands Club 
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The PARA Women activist Smt.P.Sesharatnam is addressing the girl students on basic hygiene and 
menstrual hygiene 
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A clean and green programme with the involvement of students and local public 
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Regular Clean And Green Campus Activity 

Clean Campus Initiatives are monitored by Vice Principal and Staff regularly. GDC, Ravulapalem 
has pledged to actively coordinate cleanliness activities in the college and beyond the campus in 
accordance with the vision of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. The broad vision is to generate mass 
awareness on cleanliness and hygiene amongst students and staff members by holding regular 
cleanliness drives every Saturday AN session. The idea is to motivate the students to contribute in a 
proactive manner. This month has been marked for watering of trees and saplings by all the students. 

 

 
 

Students in Clean and Green Campus Programme 
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Community Service Project- PPT Presentations 

As part of Community Service Projects carried out in compliance with the APCCE's guidelines for 
second and fourth semester students, students from all disciplines interacted with the students and 
staff with PPT presentations (VIVA). The Project Presentation was made by the student after he/she 
reported back to the college. The components for assessment are – a. assessing the involvement in the 
project b. presentation skills c. final outcome of the project as evinced by the student. 
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Student Seminars on various topics 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

‘A Student Rally’ is being organized by the department of History, Political Science, Telugu and NSS 
Unit of our college on the occasion of ‘AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOATSAV’ which is a programme of 75 
years of Indian Independence on 23-07-2022. This programme’s motto is to celebrate and educate the 
people on the occasion of the 75 years of Indian Indepencence. Several students participated in this 
programme and delivered their speeches. 
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Alluri Sitaramaraju’s 125th Birthday celebrations 
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The department of Mathematics, GDC Ravulapaem has signed the MOU with the Department of 
Mathematics, V.K.V Government Degree College, Kothapeta 
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The Head of the department Sri B.Srinivasa Rao delivering a lecture to the students of second year 
BSC of V.K.V Government Degree College, Kothapeta on the topic ‘Riemann Integration’ 

 

 
 

Field Trip to ASD Women’s College 
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Field Trip to PR Government College, Kakinada and MOU 
 

In a month, every Monday an alumnus/alumna (one of the staff members) is addressing the students in 
General Assembly on the importance of education and career opportunities. This regular practice instills the 
confidence levels of the students to aim at professional levels. 
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Students practicing GYM at college 
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An FDP on Website Training (hands-on practice) for the entire teaching faculty is being arranged by the 
department of Computer Science on 23-07022 in the Digital Room of the college. This is an awareness 
training given by Sri.KSN Prasad, Lecturer in Computer Science on uploading PDFs in the college 
website and all the menus of the website are being discussed followed by clarification of the doubts. 

  
 
 

A Five Day Faculty Induction Program at GDC, Rajahmundry 

Smt.V.Sailaja, Lecturer in Computer Science attended the 5-Day Faculty Induction Program by CCE 
in the Government College (Autonomous), Rajahmundry from 29-06-2022 to 03-07-2022. 
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Career Guidance Programme 
 
 
 
 

Principal is addressing at Career Guidance Programme 
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Online workshop/training by CCE on Guidelines and Instructions related to Academic Audit 
 

 

College staff attending online workshop/training on Guidelines and Instructions related to Academic 
Audit on 19-7-2022. Principal, Vice Principal, Academic Coordinator and IQAC Coordinator are attending 
online training organised by CCE. 

 
Indusry Institute Connect (IIC) 
As a part of Industry Institute Connect Internships, all the departments of the college visited various 
Industries nearby Ravulapalem to connect the second year students for training and internships. 

 

Industry Institute Connect (IIC) with Victory Bazars Pvt Ltd, Ravulapalem 
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Indusry Institute Connect (IIC) with Ravali Spinning Pvt Ltd, Khandavalli 
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Commencement College Admissions 2022-2023 
The College Admission Brochure 2022-23 has been released on 27-06-2022 by Principal 
along with staff and students. The brochure served as the face of our educational institute that 
offers details about the courses, infrastructure, core values, heritage, teaching staff, facilities 
and achievements. 

 

The Commencement of First Year Admissions 2022-23 
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Staff meeting was held in the Principal’s chamber on 22nd July, 2022 at 2.30 PM to discuss the 
instructions received from CCE regarding internship, CSP, internal evaluation pattern, admissions, 
and other college developmental activities. Principal and the entire faculty were present at the 
meeting. 

 
 
 

 
Review meeting on Internal Academic Audit 

 

Review meeting on Academic Audit Formats held in the Principal’s chamber at 3:00 pm on 21-07- 
2022. Principal and Academic Coordinator explained the latest changes and given their suggestions to 
staff for maintaining updated formats. 
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Principal’s visit to classes 
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Principal counseling the latecomer students 
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An Author of Lolla Vollage Has Donated 5 Books Written By Him on Mother Is the First Guru 
 

 

Ms.G.Soni, department of English at BOS of Sir Cr Reddy Autonomous, Eluru as Subject Expert 
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The Departments of Physics and Mathematics, GDC, Ravulapalem exchange MOU with the 

Departments of Physics and Mathematics GDC, Kothapeta 
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Principal at Different Official Meetings 
 

 
 
 

Principal with Honourable Home Minister Smt. Taneti Vanitha 
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Surprise visit of RJD at GDC, Ramachadrapuram 

RJD Dr.C.Krishna is being felicitated by the staff of GDC, Ramachadrapuram 
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Lightening Of The Lamp by RJD Dr.C.Krishna on the occasion of A 5-Day FDP of Training on 

Teachers on Survey and Reporting ASD GDC for Women, Kakinada 
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Principal at the National Seminar of PRGC A, Kakinada 
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Principal is addressing the gathering at the National Seminar of PRGC A, Kakinada 
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SV Govt Degree College, Parvathipuram is taken over college by Government 
 
 

 
RJD’s surprise visit to GDC, PALAKONDA 
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Taken Over College By Government - SKVT Govt Degree College, Rajamahendravaram 
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RJD assuming charge as SPECIAL OFFICER, SKVT 
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Review Meeting by the Principal on Internal AA and CSP VIVA for I Year students: 
 

Review meeting on Internal Academic Audit and CSP VIVA held in Principal’s chamber at 3:00 
pm on 3-08-2022. The Principal and Academic Coordinator as well reviewed the report of the 
Internal Academic Audit team and the lapses are identified and a follow-up activity has been 
discussed. The Principal explained the latest changes and given suggestions to staff to maintain 
proper records and updated formats. In addition, all the CSP Mentors are instructed to conduct Viva 
(PPT Presentations) of their allotted batches and a stipulated time table has been prepared by IQAC 
Coordinator in this regard. 
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Cadre Capacity Building of Youth Training Programme 
The following students who belong to ST category of our college attended a three day Cadre 
Capacity Building of Youth Training Programme organized by Indian Social Institute, Bengaluru 
in association with Social Inclusion and Democracy Unit, PARA, WAGE, SHARMA & SVASS 
from 08-08-22 to 10-08-22. 
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Harghar Tiranga Singing Competition for students by the Dept of Humanities and Languages 
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Community Service Project- PPT Presentations by First Year Students 

As part of Community Service Projects carried out in compliance with the APCCE's guidelines for 
second and fourth semester students, students from all disciplines interacted with the students and 
staff with PPT presentations (VIVA). The Project Presentation was made by the student after he/she 
reported back to the college. The components for assessment are – a. assessing the involvement in the 
project b. presentation skills c. final outcome of the project as evinced by the student. 

 
 

First Year CSP VIVA is being scheduled by IQAC from 4-7-22 to 12-7-22 for all the students and mentors. 
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Regular Clean And Green Campus Activity 

Clean Campus Initiatives are monitored by Vice Principal and Staff regularly. GDC, Ravulapalem 
has pledged to actively coordinate cleanliness activities in the college and beyond the campus in 
accordance with the vision of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. The broad vision is to generate mass 
awareness on cleanliness and hygiene amongst students and staff members by holding regular 
cleanliness drives every Saturday AN session. The idea is to motivate the students to contribute in a 
proactive manner. This month has been marked for watering of trees and saplings by all the students. 

 

Clean and Green activity by students as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahoatsav 
 
 

Ms. G.Soni, Lecturer in English, GDC, Ravulapalem has attended A One Day Bilingual National Seminar 
titled ‘They Mirrored The Struggle- Indian English Literature With Freedom Struggle As 
Background’ on 8-8-22 organised by GDC, Avanigadda and presented a paper entitled ‘Revival of 
Cultural Identities- Artists’ Contribution to Indian Freedom Struggle’. 
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The Departments of Horticulture and Botany conducted a Guest Lecture on “Medicinal Plants diversity 
of India” on 14th July, 2022 in GDC in Botany lab by the resource person Sri. K.Shiva Prasad Varma, a 
famous Astrologer, Astronomer and Ayurvedic doctor in Ravulapalem. He explained about 90 plant 
Medicinal remedies by showing that plants. An awareness of the minimum responsibilities and 
precautions during propagation and cultivation of medicinal plants has been given. He motivated every 
student on research of Medicinal Plant Taxonomy. The students of I, II year HBC and BZC EM 
participated in this program. 

 

 

Horticultural Tour 
 

The Departments of Horticulture and Botany arranged Horticultural tour to Kolleru Lake Bird Sanctuary 
at Kolleru & Krishi Vignanakendram at Undi for all the Horticulture students on 4-8-22. 
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On August 20, 2022, starting at 9:30 AM, Jawahar Knowledge Center, Ravulapalem held a Placement 
Drive at the Government Degree College, Ravulapalem. The drive for potential employees of Divis Lab 
was held by Divis Lab. 24 applicants from various colleges showed up for the employment fair. 15 
candidates were chosen for various positions inside the company. The event was arranged by JKC 
Coordinator Smt. V. Sailaja in collaboration with IQAC under the guidance of Dr. C. Krishna, Principal of 
Government Degree College, Ravulapalem. Divis Lab's HR department performed the interviews. Dr. C. 
Krishna congratulated all the candidates who were shortlisted and offered his insightful suggestions to 
every candidate who attended the event. Smt. V. Sailaja, the IQAC Coordinator, has also given her 
thoughts regarding the company's reputation. 

 

 
MOU done between Konaseema Technoloigea, Ravulapalem and  department of Computer Sciene, 

GDC, Ravulapalem to exchange latest technology on Hardware on 5th Aug 2022 
 

Literary Competitions for students 
As part of ‘Azadi Ka Amrut Mohatsav’, a daylong essay writing (India before independence and after 
independence ) on 3-8-2022 and elocution competitions (Students' Role in Future India) were conducted 
on 4-08-2022 for students by the department of Telugu. As many as 37 students both boys and girls took 
part in these competitions. The student winners of these competitions were given away the prizes on the 
15th Aug 2022. 

 

Essay writing competition for students on 'India before independence and after independence’ 
and Elocution Competition for students on 'Students' Role in Future India’ 
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Telugu Language Day-2022 

 
Every year, August 29 is celebrated as Telugu Language Day by the State Government to commemorate 
the Birth Anniversary of Telugu poet, Gidugu Venkata Ramamurthy Panthulu. In view of this, the 
department of Telugu celebrated Telugu Language Day (Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam) on 29-08-2022 in 
MANATV Room of the college at 3.00pm. The Resource person Smt S. Jareena Begam, Lecturer in 
Telugu, GDC, Rajamahendravaram highlighted the contributions of Gidugu Venkata Ramamurthy 
Panthulu for advocating the use of a language, comprehensive to the common man, and opposed the use of 
scholar language. Different events and activities were organized to celebrate Telugu Language Day. 
Students read poems and stories in Telugu. 

 
Smt S. Jareena Begam, Lecturer in Telugu, GDC, Rajamahendravaram is honoured by student  
 

‘A Student Rally’ is being organized by the department of History, Political Science, Telugu and NSS 
Unit of our college on the occasion of ‘AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOATSAV’ which is a programme of 75 
years of Indian Independence on 23-07-2022. This programme’s motto is to celebrate and educate the 
people on the occasion of the 75 years of Indian Indepencence. Several students participated in this 
programme and delivered their speeches. 

 
The Department of History 

 

Pingali Venkayya Birthday Celebrations 
 

The History department held Pingali Venkayya Birthday Celebrations on 2-08-2022, at the Seminar Hall, 
with the help of the staff, students, and honourable principal Dr. C. Krishna. This event honoured the life's 
work of Pingali Venkayya garu and the reputed services of Pingali Venkayya are being remembered and 
applauded on this occasion. 
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Quit India Day Celebrations on 08-08-2022 
 

The department of History is proud to have conducted the Pledge Taking Ceremony to honour the 
sacrifices and struggles of freedom fighters. A celebration of the Quit India Movement is held on August 
8, 2022 with the participation of all students, faculty and non-teaching staff. It aimed to instill a sense of 
responsibility and reverence for our freedom fighters. 

 
 

Sri .Tanguturi Prakasam Panthulu- 151 Birthday Celebrations on  23 -08-2022 
 

"Sri.Tanguturi Prakasam 151 birthday festivities" were held on August 23, 2022 by the History 
department by recalling the supreme sacrifices made by the leader, also known as Andhra Kesari, during 
the independence movement. With the participation of staff members and students in the seminar hall the 
event became a grand success. 
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Subhas Chandra Bose Death Anniversary: Remembering Netaji 
 

The Department of History celebrated "Subhas Chandra Bose Vardanthi" on August 18, 2022, with the 
participation of staff members, students, and the honorable Principal, Dr. C. Krishna 

 

“Independence Day” Flag Hoisting and Student Rally Celebrations on 13-08-2022 and 14-08-2022 
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‘Independence Daycelebrations’ on 15-08-2022 
 

75 Years of India’s Independence - Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav 
 

Speaking on the occasion, Principal Dr.C.Krishna said that event is organized under the Azadi Ka Amrit 
Mahotsav and in the run up of the celebrations of 75 years of Independence. He said that it is a matter of 
pride to organize such events, where we celebrate 75th year of independence, which has been possible 
only after paying great human, social and economic sacrifices. The Principal said everyone needs to 
celebrate the glorious achievement of freedom and pay rich tributes to all those unsung heroes who gave 
us this freedom besides passing the message of their great sacrifices to our children. The students during 
their performance paid glowing tributes to the freedom fighters who sacrificed their lives for the freedom 
from British rule. The participants also highlighted the role of various persons and imminent leaders for 
their great contribution towards nation building and making India achieve milestone after milestone in 
different areas, followed by prize distribution to the winners of literary, cultural and Games and Sports 
competitions that were held on different dates. 
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The department of Mathematics started on 04 August 2022 a value added (Certificate course) course on 
Mathematics for Competitive Exams. Duration of the course 30 days (60 hours) from 4th August to 2nd 
September, 2022 and the classes are held by Sri B.Srinivasa Rao, Head Department of Mathematics GDC 
Ravulapalem. 
 

 
The Head of the department Sri B.Srinivasa Rao delivering a lecture to the students on the 
importance of Certificate Course 

 
 

Sri. BHSVVN Satya Murthy, lecturer in Physics attended as Subject Expert for BOS meeting of the 
department of Electronics of Govt College Autonomous, Rajahmundry on 2-8-22. 

 
Sri. BHSVVN Satya Murthy, lecturer in Physics delivered a lecture for the physics students of VKV 
GDC, Kothapeta on 25-8-2022. 
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Sri. BHSVVN Satya Murthy, lecturer in Physics acted as selection member for the selection of the BEST 
CSP PROJECT in Konaseema district at VKV GDC, Kothapeta on 25-8-2022. 

 

 
 

Physical Education is an integral part of the total education system as it helps in the attainment and 
achievement of holistic development. Considering the concept of “SPORTS FOR ALL”, the 
Department of Physical Education and Sports under the guidance of Physical Director organized 
sports and games for students and staff as a part of Azadi Ka Amruth Mahostav. 

 
75th INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS 

(AZADI KA AMRUTH MAHOSTAV) 
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Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English, GDC, Ravulapalem has attended A 5 Day Training Programme For Teachers On 
Business Communication - Content Delivery And Assessment Methods (ToT on Business Communication) from 3-
8-22 to 7-8-22 organised by CCE, AP, Vijayawada in collaboration with SRR & CVR Government Degree College 
(A), Vijayawada. 
 
 

 
Smt. M.Durgadevi, Contract Lecturer in Commerce, GDC, Ravulapalem has attended A 5 Day Training 
Programme For Teachers on Survey and Reporting - Content Delivery And Assessment Methods (ToT on 
Survey and Reporting) from 27-7-22 to 31-7-22 organised by CCE, AP, Vijayawada in collaboration with 
ASD Government Degree College(A) for Women, Kakinada. 
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Smt. K.Parvathidevi, Contract Lecturer in Political Science, GDC, Ravulapalem has attended A 5 Day 
Training Programme For Teachers on Social Work Methods - Content Delivery And Assessment Methods 
(ToT on Social Work Methods) from 27-7-22 to 31-7-22 organised by CCE, AP, Vijayawada in 
collaboration with VS Krishna Government Degree College(A), Visakhapatnam. 

 
Smt.V.Sailaja Lecturer in Computer Science, GDC, Ravulapalem has attended A 5 Day Training 
Programme For Teachers on ICT (ToT on ICT) from 22-7-22 to 26-7-22 organised by CCE, AP, 
Vijayawada at Government College(A), Rajahmundry. 
 

Sri B.H.V.V Satyamurthy Lecturer in Physics, GDC, Ravulapalem has attended A 5 Day Training 
Programme For Teachers on Solar Energy (ToT on Solar Energy) from 10-8-22 to 14-8-22 organised by 
CCE, AP at APHRDI, Visakhapatnam. 
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Review meeting of NAAC work by Vice Principal on 23-08-22 
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Principal’s visit to classes 

 
 

Principal counseling the latecomer students 
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NAAC SEVEN CRITERION REVIEW MEETING 

 
 

 
 
 

The selection committee of the best CSP Project in college 
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Principal at different Official Meetings as RJD 
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Academic Audit 2020-21 
 

The Academic Audit was introduced by the APCCE as a component of quality efforts with the aim of 
enhancing the operational effectiveness of colleges and encouraging accountability among the teaching 
staff. In this context, between August 29 and August 30, an academic and administrative audit was carried 
out. The academic advisors from GDC, Mandapeta, Sri NSV Kiran Kumar, lecturer in Mathematics, and 
Dr. B. Asheesh Babu, lecturer in English, visited each department in our college and checked that all 
necessary records were kept as per the updated NAAC Reaccreditation Framework. They expressed their 
happiness and made some suggestions by granting ‘A GRADE’. Those are 

• Should keep accurate records and support them with documentation. 
• To introduce certificate programmes and add-on courses. 
• To plan more conferences, workshops, seminars, and field trips. 
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Academic Advisors’ visit to all the departments for inspection and verification 
of the records on 29-8-22 
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Academic Audit Exit Meet on 30-8-22 
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Academic Audit Team is presenting ‘A Grade’ Certificate to the Principal 
 

Teaching and Non-Teaching staff with Academic Audit Team 
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Academic Audit Review meeting by Principal 
 

Academic Audit Review meeting on 30-08-2022 at 11am in Principal’s chamber 
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A  Meeting by the Principal on Internship as part of the CCE-mandated 
IIC for second year  students:  

 
A meeting on Internship as part of the CCE-mandated IIC held in Principal’s chamber at 3:00 pm on 2-
09-2022. The Principal and Academic Coordinator as well explained a follow-up activity. The Principal 
has given suggestions to staff to maintain proper records of IIC. In addition, all the CSP Mentors are 
instructed to go to industries along with their allotted batches and a stipulated time table has been 
prepared by IQAC Coordinator in this regard.  

 

 
 

IIC- Industry Institute Connect 
 
Apprenticeship / Internship / On the job training / In-house Project / Off-site Project To make the students 
employable, an Apprenticeship / Internship was undertaken by all the second year students from 16th sep 
2022. 
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Principal giving instructions to students along with mentor teachers on commencement of IIC 
Internship  on 16 September 2022 
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Students on IIC Internship at Victory Bazars Pvt Ltd, Ravulapalem 

 
 

Students along with mentor teachers at Lumirise Company located in Lakshmi Polavaram of 
Ravulapalem Mandal 
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Clean and Green activity  
 
 
 
 
Ms. G.Soni, Lecturer in English has delivered a lecture as a resource person titled ‘Business English 
Communication’ on 12-9-22 organised by AG&SG Siddhartha College, Vuyyuru, Krishna Dt. 
 

 
Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English is delivering a lecture at AG&SG Siddhartha College, Vuyyuru 

 
 
Celebrating Gurram Jashuva's Birthday  
 
Telugu Department hosted the Gurram Jashuva Birth Anniversary on September 28, 2022. Vice Principal 
led the gathering and emphasised that the students needed to work to bring equality to society. On this 
occasion Dr.G.Haribabu, Head, Department of Telugu discussed the contributions of Gurram Jashuva. 
Smt.P.Usha Rani, Lecturer in Telugu, GDC(W), Nidadavole was the resource person and other members of 
the teaching staff took part in the programme. 
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Internship Meeting at the Collector Office, Amalapuram 
Vice-Principal Sri.Bh.S.V.V.N.S.Murthy and Smt. K.Rajani Lecturer in Chemistry attended a meeting at 
the Collector Office, Amalapuram regarding IV Sem Students Internship 2021-22. 

 
 
Event Title: Invited Lecture on Benzene & its reactivity at GDC, Alamuru 
Smt.K.Rajani, Department of Chemistry , Government Degree College Ravulapalem gave  invited lecture 
for under graduated students  of  Government Degree College, Alamuru on 13-09-22. 
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Smt.K.Rajani, Department of Chemistry, Mentor of IICBZ (for 14 Students)   went to NACL Industries 
LTD, Ethakota for Internship purpose along with the students of Government Degree College, 
Ravulapalem. 
 

 

 
 
A field trip has been arranged for commerce students to SBI Branch, Ravulapalem. The objective of this activity is 
to create awareness and educate students on access to financial services (banking), availability of various types of 
services and their features and to make students understand their rights and responsibilities as customers of financial 
services. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Dept of Computer Science conducted FDP on OBS AND GOOGLE APPS for Staff 
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Students participating State Level Essay Writing Competitions on 
My Ambition Towards The Development Of My Country by Computers Department 

 
Computers students attached to Lumirise Pvt Ltd as a part of Internship 

 
Sri BH.SSNV Murthy, Lecturer in Physics delivered a guest lecture on LASERS at GDC, Kothapet for Ist  
Year Science students on 15-9-2022 
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Ozone Day Celebrations 
 

 
On 15-09-22 and a guest lecture on ABERRATIONS has been arranged for students by 

Sri.K.Ankama Rao, Lecturer in Physics, GDC, Kothapet 
 
 

HEALTH CLUB 
The  Department of Zoology anchors Health Club for taking care of everything that goes into prescribing 
ways and activities for students to possess good overall health and cleanliness. Smt. Smt.A.S.S.Sowjanya, 
Lecturer in Zoology running this Health Club with full zeal and enthusiasm. Conducted general 
Deworming Day in collaboration with Ubhalanka PHC on 21.09.2022.  ‘General Deworming Day–2022 ‘ 
for every 6 months was organized by the Health Club member Smt.A.S.S.Sowjanya,Lecturer in Zoology, 
Government Degree College, Ravulapalem in collaboration with Ubalanka PHC staff to reduce the 
transmission of infection in the community as a whole as deworming substantially improves health on 
21.09.2022 and administrated Albendazole 400mg tablets to all 1 st BA, BCom, and B.Sc students of age 
below 19 years. 
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The Department of Horticulture is connected with Sir Arthur Cotton Nursery Farmers Association at 
Kadiyapulanka as a part of Internship program with students on 16-09-2022. 
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As per  MoU norms, B.Srinivasarao, Head, department of Mathematics delivered a lecture as a resource 
person to first year mathematics students on 14-9-2022  held at GDC, Kothapeta of Konaseema District 
 

 
 
: 
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Name of the Activity: Board of Studies Meeting of Yerramilli Narayana Murthy (YN)Autonomous 
College, Narsapur, West Godavari Dist. 
Acted as a subject expert in Mathematics 
Date : 3rd September 2022 At 10AM at the Department of Mathematics.  
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A research paper has been submitted by Dr.PVSSSN Reddy, Lecturer in Physics with ISBN 
NUMBER in a national journal on APPLIED PHYSICS on 14-09-22. 

 
 
 

 
The Departments of Mathematics, Computer Science & Commerce of GDC, Ravulapalem have signed an 

MoU  with GDC Mandapeta Konaseema dist 
 

 
 

FDP on FRS by Principal and V.Srinivasa Rao , Lecturer in Commerce 
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NAAC Coordinator giving inputs regrading collection of data and SSR preparation 
 

Principal’s visit to classes 
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Counseling given by Vice Principal to student latecomers and a charity for poor students been 

initiated 
 

 
Principal and Vice Principal are addressing the staff and students at 

General Assembly 
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Principal at different Official Meetings as RJD 

 
 

 
 

 
 

ZONAL REVIEW MEETING AT VS KRISHNA COLLEGE ON 9-9-22 AT VIZAG 
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NSS MEGA BLOOD DONATION DAY 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Celebrated NSS Day on 24-9- 2022  
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IV SEM END REGULAR EXAMS, AKNU 
 

 
 

TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATIONS 
 
On September 5, 2022, we observed Teacher's Day in a big way to honour educators, recognise the work 
they do to mould young people, and remember the birthday of Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, India's first 
Vice-President and second President. On that day, our honourable Principal Dr.C.Krishna presided over a 
celebration that included both staff and pupils. He gave a speech on the value of a teacher who steers 
society in the right direction. A large number of students have delivered personal speeches highlighting the 
importance of the day followed by felicitation to staff by Principal. 
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Principal’s meeting with staff on College Annual Day 
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NSS DAY CELEBRATIONS 
 
On September 24, we observed NSS Day on the campus of our college to commemorate the 100th 
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. A catchphrase for NSS day is "Not me, but you." Under the direction of 
NSS Programme Officer Sri.China Babu, lecturer in Economics, the day was observed by the entire staff in 
a big way.  Clean-and-green campaign and a plantation programme were carried out. We held a 
motivational meeting and gave numerous talks to the youngsters about the value of volunteering. 
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MOU WITH GDC, MANDAPETA  
 

College Annual Day Celebrations on 30 Sep 2022 
 
 
The beautiful morning was blessed with the rhythmic prayer song which paved the way for the ‘College 
Day’ function. Speaking on the occasion, Principal Dr.C.Krishna welcomed the guests and presented 
annual report of the college. Dr. P.Saibabu, the Guest of Honour spelt out the struggles and challenges that 
the institution faced and the dreams for the future to be fulfilled. “Live everyday of your life with a 
hundred per cent commitment. Externally we may look hard and different but internally there is divinity 
within us waiting to be manifested,” he added. The Guest of Honour was officially honoured with a shawl 
and Flower bouquet presented by Principal. The Merit Certificates were also presented to all the students 
who achieved Distinctions in the Semester University Examinations as well as for the subject toppers. The 
Cultural, Associations, and 100% Attendance certificates were also given to the students. Students who 
performed well in cultural activities, the members of the Student Council and students who secured 
attendance above 95 per cent were honoured. 
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Invitation and Felicitation to the  Chief Guest - Sri Chirla Jaggi Reddy, Govt.Whip, AP Legislative 
Assembly& MLA, Kothapeta Constituency for College Annual Day Celebrations-2022 by Principal and Vice 

Principal 

 
 

Principal is presenting the Annual Report  
 
 

PRINCIPAL’S ANNUAL REPORT  
2021-2022 

 
As the Principal, I consider it an honour to submit this Annual Report on the College's curricular , co-
curricular and extracurricular activities for the academic year 2021–2022. A group of distinguished 
educators founded the college in 1981 with the main slogan "VIDYADHANAM SARVA DHANA 
PRADHANAM." 
The College received a B grade in NAAC's reaccreditation. The College has finished 40 years of 
outstanding academic performance. The college has worked arduously throughout the years to maintain 
academic quality to the best of its ability while bringing its goal to life. Abiding by Adikavi Nannayya 
University's rules, Rajamahendravaram, the semester system and credit-based grading are being used. 
 
GENERAL STAFF ORIENTATION  
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The academic year, 2021-22 began with the General Staff Orientation Programme conducted by IQAC on 
the theme: “Outcome Based Education”. Dr. C.Krishna, Principal served as Resource Person. The entire 
teaching faculty got benefitted from the orientation training.   
QUALITY ASSURANCE IN TEACHING 
All the efforts have been taken to ensure quality in teaching. We have selected competent teachers during 
the current academic year. We have a very robust system of teacher’s lesson observation which includes 
observation by the principal, group observation and peer observation. A series of FDP sessions on various 
topics were organized for all the teachers. These were internal and external FDP sessions.  
NAAC 3rd  CYCLE OF A & A PREPARATION  
A special meeting for officials and representatives of IQAC was organized on 16th August 2022 in 
preparation for NAAC and also a few other internal meetings were conducted for Heads/Coordinators and 
related Committees to equip the college for NAAC 3rd cycle of Accreditation and Assessment.  To 
evaluate the preparedness of the college for NAAC special meetings were organized respectively.  These 
meetings were chaired by Dr.C.Krishna, Principal and IQAC/NAAC Coordinators. 
COLLEGE NEWSLETTER AND MAGAZINE  
The college Monthly Newsletter has been released regularly on 10th of every month and the same is 
uploaded in the college website.  The college magazine ‘The Ravulite 2021-2022’ will be published by the 
end of this academic year. 
STUDENTS ENROLMENT, RESULTS AND SCHOLARSHIP DETAILS 
 
The student enrolment is 588 out of which 284 were boys and 304 were girls.  The community wise 
distribution of students is as follows:   

• Scheduled caste - 225 
• Scheduled Tribe - 30 
• Listed Backward Castes - 219  
• Others - 114   

It reflects the objective of Social inclusiveness in education. 
 
RESULT ANALYSIS 
 
The results of the final year students who appeared for examinations held in September for the outgoing 
batch 2018 – 2021 are as follows: 
 
Particulars Appeared      Passed      Percentage 
B.A      26    24           92.30 
B.Sc (MPCS)     14                 10           71.42 
B.Sc (MPC)       11                 03                27.27 
B.Sc (CBZ)        08                 06               75.00 
B.Com(G)          15                 10           66.66 
B.Com(CA)        11                 09           81.81 
 
Over all Final Year Percentage – 72.94% 
 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
The College distributed various types of scholarships including Post Metric Scholarships sanctioned by the 
Government of Andhra Pradesh during the academic year 2021-22 are given below: 

Particulars    Degree 
Scheduled Caste        Rs. 228989 
Backward Caste    Rs.135841 
Scheduled Tribe              Rs.25371 
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E.B.C     Rs.21622 
Minorities (Christian & Muslim) Rs.2886 
Kapu     Rs.47685 
-------------- 
Total     Rs.462394 
--------------- 

 
 
 
MERIT CUM POOR STUDENT AID FUND 
 
In addition to Government Scholarships, the college has constituted Poor Students Aid Fund to help the 
needy and poor students who are not in receipt of any Government Scholarships.  This year an amount of 
Rs.17250/- is allotted to be distributed among the poor students. 
NIRF  
A report was submitted to the National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) for India Ranking in 
November 2021.  
  
AISHE  
All India Survey of Higher Education, (AISHE) - was submitted on 4th November 2021. 
 
MOUS 
 
To facilitate exchange of faculty and exchange of scholars/undergraduate students 12 MOUS were signed 
and undertaken from different agencies and colleges. 
CERTIFICATE COURSES: 

 8 certificate courses are being conducted this academic year. 
1. Department of Botany   Nursery Management       
2. Department of Computer Science         Designing with Photoshop 
And Computer Applications  
3. Department of Zoology               Health and Wellness 
4. Department of Chemistry                       Water Analysis 
5. Department of Physics                            House Electrical wiring 
6. Department of Commerce                      Tally 
7. Department of English                            Communicative English 
8. Department of Physical Education       Yoga Certificate Course 

 
ADDITIONAL INPUTS 

 
All Departments introduced additional inputs in their respective certificate courses to succeed in 
competitive examinations. 
 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES DURING THIS ACADEMIC YEAR FDP/RC/OC 
PARTICIPATED: 

• Smt.U.Subhashini, Computer Applications participated in the Online inter-disciplinary two week 
refresher course on “Managing Online Classes & Co-creating MOOCS 11.0” from 07 21 February, 
2022 and obtained Grade A, conducted by Teaching Learning Centre, Ramanujan College 
University of Delhi, under the aegis of Ministry of Education. 
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• Smt.U.Subhashini, Computer Applications participated in the 4 weeks UGC-Sponsored Faculty 
Induction Programme conducted by UGC-Human Resourse development Centre, Andhra 
University, held from 26.04.2021 to 23.05.2021 and obtained grade A+. 

• Smt.K.Rajani, In charge of Chemistry participated in the FDP on New Education Policy organized 
by patrician Institutions Innovation council & Department of Commerce in association with 
MGNMRS Innovation council on 29th December 2021. 

• Smt.K.Rajani, Incharge of Chemistry Department participated in International one week FDP on 
Research Methodology from 2nd to 7th May 2022, organized by Amar Seva Mandals, Kamla Nehru 
Mahavidyalaya, Nagpur, Maharastra. 

• Smt.K.Rajani, Incharge of Chemistry Department participated in National one week faculty 
development Programme on ICT Tools for effective Teaching and Learning from 23rd to 28th may 
2022 organized by Amar Seva Mandal’s  Kamala Nehru Mahavidyalaya, Nagpur. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English participated in A Two Day FDP on “Digital Initiatives of CCE” 
organized by Department of Computer Science And Applications in Association with IQAC, GDC, 
Ravulapalem from 20-10-2021 to 21-10-2021.  

• Ms. G.Soni, Lecturer in English participated in A One Week Online FDP on ‘Major Literary 
Theories’ organised by the department of English, Krishna University held from 26-7-22 to 2-8-22. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English attended A 5 Day Training Programme For Teachers On Business 
Communication - Content Delivery And Assessment Methods (ToT on Business Communication) 
from 3-8-22 to 7-8-22 organised by CCE, AP, Vijayawada in collaboration with SRR & CVR 
Government Degree College(A), Vijayawada. 

• Smt.V.Sailaja, Computer Science Department participated in Five Day Induction programme for 
Newly Appointed Lecturers from 29.06.2022 to 03.07.2022 at Human Resource Centre, Andhra 
University. 

• Smt.V.Sailaja, Computer Science Department participated in Online Two-Week Inter-Disciplinary 
Refresher course, conducted by Teaching Learning Centre, Ramanujan College, University of 
Delhi. 

• Sri V.Siddhardha Kumar, Lecturer in History participated in FDP Programme arranged by 
Department of Computer Science on M.S office. 

• Smt.M.Hemalatha, Faculty in Botany participated in National Science Day conducted by Botany 
department at Government Primary School, Ubalanka. 

• Smt. M.Durgadevi, Contract Lecturer in Commerce attended A 5 Day Training Programme For 
Teachers on Survey and Reporting - Content Delivery And Assessment Methods (ToT on Survey 
and Reporting) from 27-7-22 to 31-7-22 organised by CCE, AP, Vijayawada in collaboration with 
ASD Government Degree College(A) for Women, Kakinada. 

• Smt. K.Parvathidevi, Contract Lecturer in Political Science has attended A 5 Day Training 
Programme For Teachers on Social Work Methods - Content Delivery And Assessment Methods 
(ToT on Social Work Methods) from 27-7-22 to 31-7-22 organised by CCE, AP, Vijayawada in 
collaboration with VS Krishna Government Degree College (A), Visakhapatnam. 

• Smt.V.Sailaja Lecturer in Computer Science attended A 5 Day Training Programme For Teachers 
on ICT (ToT on ICT) from 22-7-22 to 26-7-22 organised by CCE, AP, Vijayawada at Government 
College (A), Rajahmundry. 

• Sri B.H.V.V Satyamurthy Lecturer in Physics attended A 5 Day Training Programme For Teachers 
on Solar Energy (ToT on Solar Energy) from 10-8-22 to 14-8-22 organised by CCE, AP at 
APHRDI, Visakhapatnam. 
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THE ACADEMIC AUDIT 
The Academic Audit was introduced by the APCCE as a component of quality efforts with the aim of 
enhancing the operational effectiveness of colleges and encouraging accountability among the teaching 
staff. In this context, between August 29 and August 30, an academic and administrative audit was carried 
out. The academic advisors from GDC, Mandapeta, Sri NSV Kiran Kumar, lecturer in Mathematics, and 
Dr. B. Asheesh Babu, lecturer in English, visited each department in our college and checked that all 
necessary records were kept as per the updated NAAC Reaccreditation Framework. They expressed their 
happiness and made some suggestions by granting ‘A GRADE’. 
 
FACULTY PARTICIPATED IN WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS 
 

• Smt.K.Rajani, Incharge of Chemistry department participated in the International Webinar on 
Research Methodology organized by departments of Physics, Chemistry in association with IQAC, 
Y.V.N.R Government Degree College, Kaikaluru on 18th & 19th November 2021. 

• Smt.K.Rajani Inchargeof Chemistry department actively participated in the Two days National 
Workshop on “Micro Scall Experiments” on 20th and 21st December 2021 organized by department 
of Chemistry, Government College (A), Rajahmundry. 

• Smt.K.Rajani, Incharge of Chemistry Department participated in the National Workshop on 
“Present, Past, Future Research in luminescence and its varied applications” on 6th January -2022. 

• Smt.K.Rajani, Incharge of Chemistry Department participated in the Seven day Online workshop 
on the 7 assessment criteria for NAAC accreditation from 21.02.2022 to 28.02.2022. 

• All regular faculty participated in One day faculty development programme on Content 
Development organised by Commissioner of c 07.06.2022. 

• Smt.K.Rajani, Incarge of Chemistry Department participated in one day work shop on NAAC 
revised accreditation framework (RAF) organized by IQAC, Government Degree College, 
Ravulapalem on 19.03.2022. 

• Kum.a.Lakshmi Bhavani and M.Hemalatha Botany and Chemistry faculty participated in One day 
workshop on NAAC – Revised Accreditation frame work (RAF) organized by IQAC, Government 
Degree College, Ravulapalem on 19.03.2022  

• Smt.K.Rajani, In charge of Chemistry Department participated in One day International Webinar 
on Acquiring English language through literature organized by Department of English, Hindu 
College, Guntur on 23.04.2022. 

• Smt.M.Hemalatha, Department of Botany participated in Online Quiz NAAC revised accreditation 
framework (RAF) organized by IQAC, Government Degree College, Ravulapalem on 19.03.2022. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English participated in International Webinar on “Research Methodology” 
organized by Departments of Physics and Chemistry, Y.V.N.R Government Degree College, 
Kaikaluru on 18th & 19th November, 2021. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English participated in A One Day National Webinar Sponsored by 
National Commission for Women, New Delhi on “Reproductive Choice of Women: A 
Fundamental Right” on 25th November, 2021, organized by Women Empowerment Cell, JMJ 
College for Women (Autonomous), Tenali. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English participated in A National Webinar on “Impact of Pesticides & 
Fertilizers on Plants & Human Health” organized by  the Department of Chemistry, S.V.R.K 
Government Degree College, Nidadavole on 7th December, 2021. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English participated in A One Day Workshop on “NAAC- Revised 
Accreditation Framework (RAF)” organized by IQAC, GDC, Ravulapalem on 19-03- 2022. 

• Ms. G.Soni, Lecturer in English participated in A One Week International Workshop  titled ‘Shape 
Your Future - Share Not Your Ideas’ from 21-3-2022 to 26-3-2022 organised by IQAC, 
Placement Cell & JKC of GDC, Avanigadda. 
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• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English participated in A One Day International Webinar on “Acquiring 
English Language Through Literature” organized by the Department of English, Hindu College, 
Guntur  on 23-04- 2022. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English participated in A National Webinar on “Teaching Reading and 
Writing Skills for Advanced Learners” organized by the Department of English, 
S.V.K.P&Dr.K.S.RAJU Arts and Science College, Penugonda, West Godavari Dt  on 12-05-2022. 

• Ms. G.Soni, Lecturer in English attended A One Day Bilingual National Seminar  titled ‘They 
Mirrored The Struggle- Indian English Literature With Freedom Struggle As Background’ 
on 8-8-22 organised by GDC, Avanigadda and presented a paper entitled ‘Revival of Cultural 
Identities- Artists’ Contribution to Indian Freedom Struggle’. 

• Ms. G.Soni, Lecturer in English has attended A One Day National Workshop titled ‘NAAC 
REVISED ACCREDITATION FRAMEWORK’ on 17-09-22 organised by NAAC Coordination 
Committee of Dr.LHR Government Degree College, Mylavaram, Krishna Dt. 
 

FACULTY ACTED AS RESOURCE PERSONS/SUBJECT EXPERTS IN WORKSHOPS / 
SEMINARS/ BOS MEETINGS 

• Smt.K.Rajani, Lecturer in Chemistry attended and delivered a Lecture as a resource person on 
‘Benzene and it’s Reactions’ at GDC,Alamuru on 13-09-2022 for all the first year students. 

• Smt.K.Rajani, Lecturer in Chemistry attended and delivered a Lecture as a resource person on 
‘Health and Hiegene’ at GDC,Alamuru on 13-09-2022 for all the girl students. 

• Smt.V.Sailaja Lecturer in Computer Science was invited as a Guest Lecturer by Bharathi Vidya 
Kendram (BVK) College, Visakhapatnam. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English attended and delivered a Lecture as a resource person on ‘Business 
Communication’ for an Interactive Workshop held at AG&SG Siddhartha Degree College (A), 
Vuyyuru, Krishna Dt on 12-09-2022 for all the first year students. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English attended the meeting of the Board of Studies in General English 
and CSS of AG&SG Siddhartha Degree College (A), Vuyyuru on 4-4-2022 as Subject Expert. 

• Ms.G.Soni, Lecturer in English attended the meeting of the Board of Studies in General English 
and CSS of SIR CR Reddy Autonomous College, Eluru on 16-7-2022 as Subject Expert. 

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT CELL 
Cadre Capacity Building of Youth Training Programme 

11 students of our college who belong to ST category attended a three day Cadre Capacity 
Building of Youth Training Programme organized by Indian Social Institute, 
Bengaluru in association with Social Inclusion and Democracy Unit, PARA, WAGE, 
SHARMA & SVASS from 08-08-22 to 10-08-22. 

STUDENTS’ PARTICIPATION & ACHIEVEMENTS IN LITERARY/CULTURAL 
• D.Gayathri of M.Sc., Computer Science got selected in INFOSYS as Systems Engineer. 
• 6 students of Final year B.Sc MPCS got selected and placed in Q Spiders Campus Connect-

Incubation on June 21st 2022.  (Ch.Mounika, Y.Satya, A.S.Sai, S.Sowjanay, T.Chandrasekhar, 
D.Santhi.) 

• 2 students of Final Year B.Sc. MPCS selected and got placed at Pentagon space CSR Pvt Ltd in Job 
drive conducted on 05.07.2022 trained by Department of Computer Science and Computer 
Applications. (Ch.Mounika, A.S.Sai) 

• 5 Final year students of our college got selected in Arabindo Pharma Company (T.Chandrasekhar 
B.Sc., MPCS, Veera Manikanta, B.Com C.A., N.Durga Prasad, BCom General, I.Vinay Kumar, 
B.Sc., MPC, G.S.S.Durga Prasad, MPC) 

• 1st and 2nd year Horticulture students attended “BIO QUIZ” at Bio Science week on 25.02.2022  
held at Government Degree College, Mandapeta and the students secured 2nd place in Quiz 
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competitions and 1st place in poster presentations and 1st place in Exhibit.  The prize winners are 
A.Divya Vineetha Devi, B.Divya Pravallika,  Ch.Vijaya Sindhu, V.Sai, B.Sneha Madhurya  from 
2nd HBC, K.Vijayasri, M.Gayathri, R.Durga, G.Likhitha from 1st HBC. 

• All Science Departments organized National Science Day Celebrations from 25.02.2022 to 
28.02.2022. The B.Sc students went to ZPHS Girls High School and Boys High Scholl, 
Ravulapalem for presenting posters which enhanced the research zeal of science students. 

• G.Sriram, II B.Sc., MPC, Sravan Kumar II HBC, Vasa Sai II HBC, A.Divya Vineetha IIHBC, 
B.Sneha Madhurya II HBC, Y.Prasanth Raju II HBC, P.Rajasuma II HBC participated in 
Awareness Quiz on “Chemical Disaster Prevention Day” organised by Department of Chemistry 
dated on 04.12.2021. 

• Mr.N.Rahul Kanth participated in Online Quiz on the eve of “World Human Rights Day” organized 
by Department of Social Sciences (History, Economics and Political Sciences on 10th December 
2021 A.S.D Government Degree College for Women (A), Kakinada. 

• Kum.B.Sangeetha, II HBC participated in National Level Online Quiz on contribution of Swami 
Vivekananda to world peace order” on the occasion of Youth Day, conducted by IQAC on GDC, 
Banganaapalle. 

• Six members participated in Special competition on Women Empowerment on 07.03.2022 
organized by PARA, NGO, Ravulapalem.  The  first prize winner was A.R.D.S Priyanka IMPC, 2nd 
prize winners were S.Sharon Roja of I st IOT, P.Satish (II MPC) and 3rd prize winner was 
S.Ratnaveena of III B.A. 

• D.S.Nagendra, A.S.N.S.V.Prasad, S.Keerthi participated in Chemistry Quiz (Online) which was 
held on 04.07.2022. The first prize winner was A.S.N.S.V.Prasad, Second Prize winner was 
S.Keerthi, Third prize winner was D.S.Nagendra organized by Department of Chemistry. 

• 6 students of Final year B.Sc MPCS selected and got place at Q spiders campus connect-Incubation 
on June 21st 2022. 

• 2 students of Final Year B.Sc. MPCS selected and got place at Pentagon space CSR Pvt Ltd in Job 
drive conducted on 05.07.2022 trained by Department of Computer Science and Computer 
Applications. 

• Our student from II B.Sc (IOT) named N.Sai Eswar’s CSP Project is selected as the best CSP 
Project in Science stream in Konaseema District. 

 
75 YEARS OF INDIA’S INDEPENDENCE - AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV 

 

Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav of 75 years of Independence has been celebrated. The glorious achievement 
of freedom fighters was remembered and paid rich tributes to all those unsung heroes who gave us 
freedom besides passing the message of their great sacrifices to future generations. The students during 
their performance paid glowing tributes to the freedom fighters who sacrificed their lives for the 
freedom from British rule. The participants also highlighted the role of various persons and imminent 
leaders for their great contribution towards nation building and making India achieve milestone after 
milestone in different areas, followed by prize distribution to the winners of literary, cultural and 
Games and Sports competitions that were held on different dates. 

 
GAMES&SPORTS 

• Students participated in Kabaddi Men and Women organised by Pentapadu, Government Degree 
College on 15.12.2021 and 16.12.2021. 

• One student got selected for All India University Net Ball Tournament in Kalikat University held 
from 18.03.2022 to 22.03.2022. 

• One student got selected for National Kick Boxing in Amaravathi, Vijayawada on June 11th and 
12th. 
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• Students participated in 2K Run conducted by Chirla Youth Force in Ravulapalem.  Our students 
got 1st place and 2nd places. 

• On the eve of International Yoga Day the certificate course in Yoga course is conducted by the 
Physical Education department from June 21st 2022. 

 
SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS ORGANISED BY OUR COLLEGE 2021-22 
 

• Department of Botany and Horticulture organized International Epidemic Preparedness Day on the 
occasion of Louis Pasteur Birth Day on 28.12.2022.     

• Department of Botany organized Green Audit. 
• Department of Computer Science and Applications celebrated two days programmes on account of 

World Computer Literacy Day which is observed on 2nd of December. 
• Department of Computer Science and Applications in association with IQAC organized One day 

Webinar on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) on 24.02.2022.   
 

 CARREER GUIDANCE AND PLACEMENT CELL 
• 6 companies in collaboration with “VIKASA” conducted Jobmela/Campus placement drive on 

21.02.2022, 09 students got selected. 
• “Arabindo Pharma conducted campus placements on 14.06.2022, 17 students got selected. 
• “Q” spiders conducted Job Drive on 16.06.2022, 6 members got selected. 
• Pentagon conducted Job Drive on 05.07.2022, 02 members got selected. 

FEEDBACK 
Our college feedback system consists in 3 steps:       
• Feedback from faculty : Regarding curriculum design:  Teaching Learning and    evolution and 

research, Infrastructure facilities and Governance 
• Student Feedback on curriculum  
• Student opinion on Lecturers  

The above three steps are being followed in our college  
Feedback is also obtained from Alumni, Parents and Faculty on Institution and analysed. 
 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 

• Food packets distribution to blind students by NSS unit. 
• Distribution of Sanitizers during Covid pandemic period 
• Conducted Blood Donation Camp 
• Awareness on Aids day  
• All Second Year students of the college participated in Social Economic Survey as a part of 

Community Service.  
 
WOMEN EMPOWERMENT CELL 
 

• Awareness programme on Violence Against Women organised by Women Empowerment Cell on 
25.11.2021. 

• Women Empowerment Cell organised Human Rights Day on 10.12.2021. 
• Women Empowerment Cell celebrated Savithri Bhai Phule Jayanthi on 03.01.2022. 
• Women Empowerment Cell of the college in collaboration with PARA – NGO (Ravulapalem) 

organized International Women’s day 07.03.2022. 
• Women Empowerment Cell of the college celebrated International Women’s Day on 08.03.2022.  
• Awareness programme on Hygiene and Sexual Exploitation conducted by Women Empowerment 

cell on 06.07.2022. 
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EXTENTION ACTIVITIES & NSS ACTIVITIES 
 

• Corona testing is being conducted to students. 
• Covid-vaccine drive is being conducted. 
• Every Saturday campus cleaning programme under the supervision of staff. 
• NSS special camp is being conducted on 26.03.2022 to enlighten on different problems like health 

issues, Pollution causing elements etc.,  at Komarraju Lanka. 
• Rally was conducted on ‘World Aids day’ on 01.12.2022. 
• NSS students distributed Masks to local people 
• NSS unit conducted a plantation programme at Komarrajulanka on the eve of’ ‘Environment 

Day’on June 5th 2022  
• NSS unit organised Voters Day Pledge on 25.01.2022. 
• Food packets distribution rendered to blind students by NSS unit. 

ENDOWMENT PRIZES & OTHER CATEGORY PRIZES 
Sri Dronam Raju and Sri Dronam Rama Krishna Prize: 
 

This prize is to be awarded to III year B.Sc Student who secures Highest Percentage of Marks in the 
Semester Examinations. 
1. CLASS TOPPERS 

 
S.NO NAME OF THE 

STUDENT 
CLASS 

1 M.Lalitha M.P.C 
2 Ch.Mounika M.P.Cs 
3 Y.Lalitha C.B.Z 
4 B.Samitha B.Com(GEN) 
5 M.S.Krishnaveni B.Com(CA) 
6 S.Chandra sekhar B.A 

 
2. LESS NUMBER OF LEAVES AVAILED BY STAFF 

 
1 N.V.V.JANIKYARA

M 
GL/LIBRARIAN 

 
3. BEST USAGE OF LIBRARY BY STUDENT 

 
M.P.C K.Krishnaveni 
M.P.Cs Y.Satya 
C.B.Z B.Mounika 
B.Com(GEN) K.Bala 
B.Com(CA) M.S.Krishnaveni 
B.A S.Chandra sekhar 

 

4. USAGE OF LIBRARY BY STAFF 
 

1 N.DURGA DEVI CL/COMMERCE 
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